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ABSTRACT
Terpene characterization is an important aspect of cannabis analysis: terpenes provide distinctive aroma
and flavors and influence effects. Plant breeders will often engineer cultivars with specific terpene profiles
and particular traits. However, much remains unknown about the diverse odorants of cannabis and cultivar
distinctions. Traditionally, cannabis cultivars have been classified into two broad categories—“sativa” and
“indica”—but this is thought to be less precise than a classification founded in the natural product content.
For example, the use of diagnostic ratios (such as β-pinene/limonene) has been shown to be indicative of the
dominant aroma of cannabis flower, either “Floral” or “Fuel.” In this study comparing 12 cultivars, we utilize
comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC–TOF MS)
for improved characterization of natural product content. Multivariate discriminant analysis is then applied
in an untargeted manner to uncover the unique markers that distinguish individual cultivars. This workflow
has enabled the authors to uncover further chemical differences between the “Floral” and “Fuel” classes. We
demonstrate how this approach can accelerate our understanding of cannabis characteristics, enabling the
industry to set better standards for consistency and reliability in their plants and products. This knowledge
helps the industry better define their products through superior cultivar selection and improved labelling and
categorization strategies, and also empowers consumers to identify their optimal cultivars. Categorization
inherent in the untargeted feature discovery approach can also provide parameters for assessing stability and
defining appellation and processes.

ARTICLE
Terpenes are known to contribute to the aroma and

However, the contributions of individual terpenes to

flavor of cannabis, as well as to the “entourage effect,”

the overall flavor and aroma of cannabis flowers and

that is, modulation or modification of the effects of

products are not fully understood–are sometimes even

cannabinoids on the consumer. It is important to know

misunderstood. For example, the lemon odor of certain

what these modulators are (terpenes or otherwise), so

cannabis cultivars is often attributed to the presence

that plant breeders can more effectively produce cultivars

of limonene. This terpene, however, is usually present,

with specific physiological effects and organoleptic

sometimes even in greater concentrations, in cannabis

properties, while enabling extractors, processors and

cultivars that do not smell like lemon. Furthermore,

manufacturers to consistently formulate products that

the smell of lemon itself is due not only to a specific

target consumer preferences.

enantiomer (R) of limonene, which is the opposite of

1
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that found in cannabis (S), but also to small amounts of

overcome these technical limitations and expand our

citral, which is considered the “lemon odor trigger.”2

coverage of natural product content beyond the most

Such odor triggers are most likely present in cannabis

common and abundant terpenes in cannabis, we adopted

but are not being tested by most analytical labs.

comprehensive two-dimensional GC (GC×GC).

Cannabis cultivars have traditionally been classified

GC×GC involves coupling two columns with different

into two broad categories—“sativa” and “indica”—

stationary phases, to allow separation of a mixture

originally based on plant morphology (for example,

based on two different separation mechanisms (most

sativa has narrow leaves, while indica has broad leaves),

commonly volatility and polarity).4 The sample is

but this terminology has now been applied to the

therefore separated in two dimensions, with the

effects experienced from consuming cannabis. Thus,

capacity to resolve an order of magnitude more

the sativa effect refers to the stimulating and euphoric

compounds than traditional gas chromatography.5

effects while the indica effect refers to relaxing and

By coupling with time-of-flight mass spectrometry

lethargic effects. Because of frequent hybridization

(GC×GC–TOF MS), an additional level of information

among cannabis cultivars, however, there is no longer

is obtained to characterize the individual compounds

a correlation between plant morphology and their

in complex samples. In this study, GC×GCTOF MS was

physiological effects, so sativa cultivars (based on

used to analyze the volatile compounds in 12 different

morphology) can now have indica effects, and vice

cannabis cultivars (Table 1).

versa, especially among hybrids. Another classification
scheme that is useful to consumers who are selecting

Cultivar

BP/LIM Ratio

Pineapple Upside Down Cake

High

Blue Dreams

High

cannot be predicted based on plant morphology; the

Northern Wreck

Low

natural product content would be a more reliable

Acapulco Gold

High

predictor of these categories. Indeed, a low β-pinene/

P-Funk

High

limonene ratio has been shown to be indicative of the

P-Funk x Black Dog

High

Lemon OG

Low

Zkittlez x Black Dog

High

either GC-FID or GC-MS. The most common terpenes in

Z-Dog

Low

cannabis have characteristic retention indices that enable

Orange Valley Delight

High

quantification, especially of the abundant terpenes.

Super Sour Diesel

Low

However, some terpenes (depending on the instrument

GMO x Black Dog

Low

cannabis products based on their organoleptic
properties would be the aroma categories, namely
fruity, floral, fuel and earth. Again, these categories

“Fuel” category, while high β-pinene/limonene ratios
are characteristic of “Floral” cultivars.3
Terpenes are routinely analyzed in most laboratories by

parameters) can coelute (due to the same or very close
retention indices), which prevents accurate identification
and quantification. A potential solution to this is GCMS, which can usually resolve coeluting compounds

Table 1. Cannabis cultivars used in this study and their
β-pinene/limonene ratios
Dried cannabis flowers were obtained from 12

by their mass spectral fragments. However, terpenes

cultivars grown in California (Table 1). The flowers

have very similar fragmentation patterns, so they are

were homogenized, then extracted with LC-MS grade

difficult (if not impossible) to resolve by GC-MS alone if

methanol. The methanol extract was then diluted with

they are coeluting. Furthermore, abundant terpenes in

LC-MS grade methanol and injected into a GC×GC–

cannabis may also coelute with other volatile compounds

TOF MS instrument consisting of an Agilent 8890 and

that may be serving as odor triggers or entourage

a SepSolve Analytical BenchTOF mass spectrometer.

effect modulators, thus preventing us from detecting

This was done in triplicate with each cultivar being

these minor but potentially important compounds. To

extracted three times, thus generating three sets of data
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for each cultivar. The data consisting of peak areas and

and highlight the most significant differences between

tentative identification based on NIST17 MS database

classes. In this case, the classes were based on the

were generated by ChromSpace software (SepSolve

key set of terpene (β-pinene/limonene) ratio types, as

Analytical). Using the peak areas (based on total ion

well as on individual cultivars. First, the high and low

counts) as an estimate of amounts, the 12 cultivars were

β-pinene/limonene categories were assigned to each

classified as having low or high β-pinene/limonene

cultivar as they were plotted in a principal component

ratios. A plot of these peak areas showed that these

analysis (PCA) score plot, which clearly distinguished

cultivars indeed grouped into two recognizable classes

the two categories (Figure 3). PCA using an untargeted

(Figure 1). Another observation is that all cultivars

approach was also able to distinguish cultivars from

maintain a constant high β-caryophyllene/humulene
ratio (Figure 2). This has been observed previously

6

each other (Figure 4).
A multivariate discriminant analysis algorithm

and was attributed to a terpene synthase (CsTPS9) that

deployed through ChromCompare+ was used to identify

produces these products at a constant ratio.

the key compounds that would distinguish these two

7

An untargeted tile-based comparison was then

categories as well as the individual cultivars from each

performed in ChromCompare+ software (SepSolve

other. The findings include higher fenchol content in

Analytical) to uncover other unique markers that

cultivars with low β-pinene/limonene cultivars. This

distinguish individual cultivars. This approach splits

observation corroborates our previous report (2019

the chromatograms into small sections (or “tiles”) and

Emerald Conference Presentation) that fenchol is

automatically examines every m/z channel for every

among the set of monoterpenes co-produced by the

chromatogram in the dataset. Feature selection is then

promiscuous limonene synthase enzyme.8 Higher

performed to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset

α-pinene content has been reported associated with

Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A plot of β-pinene peak areas against limonene peak areas generated by GC×GC–TOF MS. Blue circles represent peak areas
of cultivars expected to have high β-pinene/limonene ratios, while red circles represent peak areas of cultivars expected to have low
β-pinene/limonene ratios.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A plot of β-caryophyllene peak areas against humulene peak areas generated by GC×GC–TOF MS.

Figure 3.

Figure 3. A PCA plot generated by ChromCompare+ which clearly distinguishes the cultivars based on high and low β-pinene/limonene
categories (blue and red circles, respectively).
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Figure 4.

Figure 4. A PCA plot generated by ChromCompare+ using an untargeted approach was able to distinguish the 12 different cannabis
cultivars from each other, while suggesting which ones are closely related and belong to the same cluster based on the distinguishing
features identified from this set.
Citrus: A String of Unchecked Literature Citings? Journal of

the “Floral” aroma type3 and this work extends the
correlation to the high β-pinene/limonene cultivar
type, as would be expected. We also found compounds

Chemical Education. 2021; 98.
3.

J.L. Aroma in Cannabis. In Recent Advances in the Science of

that distinguish certain cultivars from the others,
such as terpinolene in Acapulco Gold (Figure 5), and
cis-β-farnesene in Z-Dog (Figure 6). This untargeted

Cannabis. 2021; doi:10.1201/9780429274893-2
4.

Bertsch, W. Two-dimensional gas chromatography.
Concepts, instrumentation, and applications–Part 1:

‘“discovery” approach using GC×GCTOF MS also

Fundamentals, conventional two-dimensional gas

enabled us to look beyond terpenes. In fact, an ester

chromatography, selected applications. HRC Journal of High

(ethyl 3-methyl-2-butenoate) was found to be enriched
in Orange Valley Delight and Pineapple Upside Down

Abrams, J.S., Ellyson, W.J.T., Gomez, V.J., Talleyrand,

Resolution Chromatography. 1999; 22.
5.

Phillips, J.B., Beens, J. Comprehensive two-dimensional

Cake, likely contributing a boozy-fruity aroma. We

gas chromatography: A hyphenated method with

fully anticipate our future work will aim at expanding

strong coupling between the two dimensions. Journal of

the lexicon of fruit ester components in the cannabis
botanical, which will lead to better appreciation and

Chromatography A. 1999; 856.
6.

Allen, K.D. et al. Genomic characterization of the complete

control for these largely uncharacterized fruit aroma

terpene synthase gene family from Cannabis sativa. PLoS

components and will also provide a robust foundation

ONE. 2019; 14.

for future cultivar generation and selection approaches.
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Figure 5.

Terpinolene is only
high in AG cultivar

Figure 5. Feature Discovery in ChromCompare+ revealed terpinolene (represented by the red bar) as being increased in Acapulco Gold
(AG) relative to the other cannabis cultivars in this study.

Figure 6.

ZD cultivar
cis-β-Farnesene

SSD cultivar
Figure 6. Feature Discovery in ChromCompare+ highlighted peaks that were present in certain cultivars and not in others (left). These
peaks can then be identified based on retention indices and mass fragmentation pattern (right). Here, cis-β-farnesene was found to be
present in Z-Dog (ZD) cultivar, but not in Super Sour Diesel (SSD) nor in other cultivars (not shown).
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Case Study: Metastatic Breast Cancer In Remission
Following Standard Cancer Treatment And Adjunctive
Medical Cannabis And Psychedelics
Jaime Brambila

Founder and CEO, Grace Health and Wellness, Weston CT

ABSTRACT
A 49-year-old woman was diagnosed with an ER+, PR-, HER2+, BRCA- De Novo metastatic breast cancer including
bone, liver, and lymph node involvement. Standardized care included a five-month treatment period with
targeted chemotherapy and radiotherapy, and a ketogenic diet. The patient also began a course of whole plant
cannabinoid-based therapy and psilocybin-assisted psychotherapy at macro and intermittent micro-doses.
Whole plant cannabis medicines require many stages and quality controls to ensure consistent phytocannabinoid
content across batches.1 To consistently reproduce these formulations, specialized cannabis genetic selection,
cultivation, and extraction techniques were required as well as chromatography analysis across each batch. The
whole-plant cannabis formulations administered to this patient contain the major cannabinoids THC and CBD as
well as a mixture of over 140+ other minor cannabinoids, terpenes, and flavonoids. At the end of the five-month
treatment period, PET/CT investigations revealed no evidence of metastatic disease, and chemotherapy was
withdrawn. A one-year follow-up CT investigation concluded no evidence of residual or recurrent disease. Over
the last 15 years, there has been a growing body of in-vitro and in-vivo evidence that support the anti-neoplastic
properties of cannabinoids and more recently psychedelics. Indeed, significant anecdotal and real-world
evidence is reported of the therapeutic effect of cannabinoids and tryptamines in reducing tumor proliferation
and aiding as a palliative medicine to treat pain and psychological distress associated with cancer and chemo
and radiotherapy. The data presented here indicate evidence for the therapeutic utility of such adjunctive
pharmacological treatment protocols in individuals with metastatic breast cancer.

ARTICLE
INTRODUCTION
As my wife was coming out of the OR the first thing
she asked for was an ice pop and gave me a thumbs up.
I knew she was going to be OK after an 8-hour spinal
fusion surgery that replaced three cervical vertebrae
(C4, C5, and C6). Her bones had been destroyed by the
metastases that took hold. Cannabis saved my Nicole,
who is the subject of this case study.

BACKGROUND
Breast cancer is the second most common cause of
death from cancer in women in the UK and the USA
and is now the most diagnosed cancer, surpassing lung
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cancer, with 2.3 million new cases annually. Efforts to
reduce morbidity and mortality are warranted due to
the large disease burden with up to 13% of all women
estimated to have a lifetime diagnosis of this condition.1,2
The development of novel chemotherapies and targeted
interventions have seen a considerable decrease in the
incidence and mortality related to disease although
such improvements have only been noted in countries
with high sociodemographic index levels (SDIs).
Consequently, the development of novel, effective, and

Figure 1A. Pet / CT images demonstrate FDG avid tumor

accessible treatments for breast cancer are warranted

in regression.21

and plant-based medicines including cannabinoids have
shown clinical and anecdotal efficacy.3-16
To date, preclinical studies in cannabinoids and
psilocybin have highlighted their ability to exert antiproliferative, pro-apoptotic, and anti-angiogenic
effects.3-16 The specific mechanisms of how these
compounds exert these effects are still being elucidated,
however interaction with the immune system and
modulation of genes and proteins involved in cell
proliferation, differentiation, and angiogenesis have
all been described.3,5-8,16 Currently, there is limited
documented, clinical evidence for the therapeutic use
of medical cannabis products and psychedelics to target
and treat cancer. Observational and open-label evidence
suggests that they are safe and effective in reducing

Figure 2A. Increased FDG activity within the right scapula,
sternum and left axillary nodes reflecting metastases
pre-treatment.

cancer and cancer-related symptoms,17,18,19,20 and in

CASE PRESENTATION

one published case study self-administered medical

A 49-year-old woman patient presented to the hospital

cannabis was found to assist in tumor regression.

21

after having observed abnormalities in her breast tissue.

Here, we report a case of a patient with stage IV

A mammogram, biopsy, and subsequent Computed

metastatic breast cancer who underwent successful

Tomography (CT)-scan and X-ray were performed.

remission following a combination of targeted

The scans revealed a diagnosis of an ER+, PR-, HER2+,

chemotherapy, including pertuzumab, trastuzumab,

BRCA- De Novo metastatic breast cancer disease

and DOCEtaxel with a ketogenic diet and adjunctive

including bone, liver, and lymph node involvement. The

treatment with non-physician-prescribed medical

results of her scan indicated that she was in an advanced

cannabis and psilocybin.

stage IV of metastatic breast cancer.

This case highlights the plausible therapeutic role
of such plant-based medicines in oncology treatment
and documents pharmacological parameters in which
clinical efficacy was achieved.
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TREATMENTS

cannabis concentrated oils and tinctures were used daily

-Standard Care

from August 2018 until the present day. The doses were

In the first five months of treatment, the patient received

respectively adjusted and titrated to high doses as per

the combination of chemotherapy and targeted therapies

routine clinical procedure with medical cannabinoids.

observed in the first-line clinical trial CLEOPATRA. This

The cultivars of cannabinoids used were subsequently

is considered the best approach for this type of breast

analyzed and the specific dose of each major and minor

cancer, also known as Luminal B.

phytocannabinoid are reported in Table 1.

Drug

Dose Administered

Date

Taxotere

139 mg IV Q4weeks

9/18-1/19

CANNABINOIDS AS AN ADJUNCT TO STANDARD
CANCER TREATMENT

Perjeta

420 mg IV Q4 weeks

9/18-1/19

Cannabinoids work synergistically with HER2-targeted

Herceptin

455 mg IV Q4 weeks

9/18-1/19

therapies, such as trastuzumab, resulting in additive

She received standardized care of chemotherapy and

anti-proliferative responses.22 Cannabinoids also
Inhibit hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1) which is an

targeted therapy of intravenous Docetaxel (139mg)

essential mediator for downstream nuclear signaling

administered three times in September 2018, November

that modulates cancer cell growth.6 Independently it has

2018, and January 2019. The patient also received five

been found that these compounds reduce ErbB2-driven

monthly administrations of Pertuzumab (420mg) and

breast cancer progression through inhibiting cell-

Trastuzumab (455mg) from September 2018 through

signaling pathways.16 In addition to the antineoplastic

January 2019.

effects, the palliative effects that cannabinoids provide
can reduce the side effects of standard cancer therapies.

-Cannabinoid Therapy

Cannabinoids reduce anxiety, mediate pain, relieve

The patient self-administered a regimen of cannabinoid

nausea, increase appetite, and facilitate sleep.23

and psychedelic medicines as an adjunct to the treatment
described above. Full-spectrum ethanol-base-extracted

Table 1.
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Figure 1.

Figure 1. Mangal N, Erridge S, Habib N, Sadanandam A, Reebye V, Sodergren MH. Cannabinoids in the landscape of cancer. J Cancer Res
Clin Oncol. 2021 Sep; 147(9):2507-2534

Table 2.

PSYCHEDELIC THERAPY

The psychedelic-assisted psychotherapy model used

In addition to daily cannabinoid treatment, the patient

included preparation and integration with a trained

underwent four psychedelic-assisted psychotherapy

therapist. In addition, the patient also undertook

sessions from November 2018 to October 2021. Each

intermittent micro-dosing of 10-20mg of psilocybe

time the patient received 4g of Psilocybe cubensis with

cubensis between February and April 2019. The

assisted sensory deprivation and a post-treatment

psychedelic regimen undertaken by the patient is

reintegration session with a trained psychotherapist.

presented in Table 2.
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Figure 2.

Figure 2. Szabo A. Psychedelics and Immunomodulation: Novel Approaches and Therapeutic Opportunities. Front Immunol. 2015 Jul
14;6:358. doi: 10.3389/fimmu.2015.00358. PMID 26236313; PMCID: PMC4500993.

PSYCHEDELIC MEDICINE

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP

Psilocin, which is the active metabolite of psilocybin,

In October 2018, one month following on from initiation

fine-tunes anti-inflammatory responses by changes in

of treatment, there was a 50% reduction in breast mass

9

cell signaling.

Psilocin has also been found to block

the activity of HIF-1 via activation of the Sigma-1
10

receptor.

This is a shared anti-neoplastic pathway with

as observed with a CT scan. In January 2019 and April
2019, two further FDG-PET/CT scans were performed
showing no evidence of residual or recurrent cancer. In

cannabinoids. Beyond the potential anti-cancer effect,

June 2019 the patient attended a clinical visit where this

recent studies have shown the efficacy of psilocybin for

was also confirmed and in September 2019 a CT of the

17

cancer-related anxiety and pain.

chest, abdomen, and pelvis was taken with no evidence
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of residual or recurrent disease. Follow-up CTs in
October 2019 confirmed stability of metastases and signs
of improvement. Images showing reduced FDG uptake
can be observed below.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure. FDA: Pathway for medical approval
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A CINICAL TRIAL TO INVESTIGATE THE ROLE OF
ADJUNCTIVE CANNABINOID THERAPY IN THE
TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER

the direct neoplastic effects of cannabinoids to treat

Late-stage oncology treatments are limited, poor in

adjunctive therapeutic tool.

prognosis, and accompanied by debilitating side effects.

Currently, there is a limited investigation regarding
cancer, but a few studies show its efficacy as a palliative
As a result of our experience, we are initiating a

Increasing numbers of patients have begun to use less

drug-development pipeline with collaborators from the

conventional treatment options, such as cannabis or

University of Connecticut and a world-leading medical

psychedelics, for symptom management.

cannabis drug development academic group based in

A recent systematic review has determined many

the UK. This will involve the screening of 7 selected

plausible therapeutic mechanisms of action of canna-

strains that will undergo in-vitro then in-vivo testing

binoids to treat cancers, and we can see that cannabi-

to identify efficacious anti-neoplastic molecules in our

noids can exert anti-cancer effects through activation of

cannabis formulas. IND applications will be submitted to

different receptor sites by inhibiting several cancer cell

the FDA following the drug discovery stage and we will

signaling pathways and can exert these effects through

initiate Phase 1-III clinical trials to determine safety and

all of the significant stages of cancer progression.

22

There is a growing number of case studies, patient-

efficacy for selected compounds in breast cancer.

reported outcomes (PROs), and real-world evidence

PHARMACEUTICAL BOTANICAL PREPARATIONS

(RWEs) but despite the relevant proof, we do not yet

Whole plant cannabis medicines require many

have clinical studies.

stages and quality controls to ensure consistent
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phytocannabinoid content across batches. Specialized
cannabis genetic selection, cultivation, and extraction
techniques were required, and chromatography analysis
across each batch to consistently reproduce and analyze
consistent extracts.

risk everything to save my life…. Pretty cool right?
And I was able to eat. I was able to sleep. I was able to
function. And the usual chemo side effects: minimal….
How many of you have been affected by cancer in
some way? Family member? Friend? Have you ever been
with them while recovering from chemo?

EXTRACTION METHODS

No one should be without cannabis and psilocybin
24

We produce cryogenically treated ethanol extractions.

during treatment. No one needs to suffer. Under any

Ethanol cannabis extractions have also been reported

circumstances. No one. We have very viable remedies to

in the German pharmacopeia Cannabis flos monograph,

help this suffering dramatically subside.

which describes this as the method of choice for
25

cannabinoid extraction.

So we are telling you from experience. Support is
necessary. We need trials. We want change.

Acidic cannabinoid formulations are highly unstable and

And if you have any sense of understanding about

degrade and oxidize easily. To prevent decarboxylation of

what I’m saying, if you have any sense of compassion

acidic cannabinoids, compounds must be properly stored

for unwarranted suffering, you know the importance of

26

at the correct temperature and without light.

WHOLE-PLANT MEDICAL CANNABIS VS. ISOLATES
IN CANCER

cannabis and cancer research and what that will mean
for millions.
We need to democratize this medicine. We need
cannabis as a dominant healing tool for all those

Extensive preclinical research has demonstrated that

suffering. Oh, what this miraculous plant can do. Let’s

cannabinoids, the active ingredients of Cannabis sativa,

give it the attention it needs.

trigger antitumor responses in different models of
cancer. Most of these studies have been conducted with
pure compounds, mainly THC.3
Technion study showed THC did not produce the same
effects on these cell lines as the whole-plant Cannabis
extracts. 27 Whole-plant medical cannabis was more
potent than pure THC in producing antitumor responses
in cell culture and animal models of ER+/PR+, HER2+,
and triple-negative breast cancer.3
These results suggest that standardized cannabis drug
preparations, rather than pure cannabinoids, could be

Let’s begin healing with cannabis.
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Cannabis Emulsion Droplet Size Analysis
Mark Bumiller

Technology Manager, Entegris Inc., Huntington Beach, CA

ABSTRACT
The increase in beverage-based cannabis products has created interest in formulating and manufacturing stable
oil-in-water emulsions. The droplet size of the oil phase is perhaps the most important physical parameter used
to characterize the state of the emulsion. Various analytical techniques are available to determine emulsion
droplet size, with each having specific advantages depending on the size range and the goal of the analysis.
In this study several different formulations of CBD oil emulsions were created and tested using dynamic light
scattering (DLS) to measure the mean size and zeta potential (surface charge) of the oil droplets. The larger
droplets, or tail of the distribution, were analyzed using single particle optical sizing (SPOS).

ARTICLE

EXPERIMENT METHOD

Surfactants used in the study included:

A range of cannabis oil-in-water emulsions were created

• Tween 80, Sigma-Aldrich P1754 HLB = 15

using commercially available CBD oil, several surfactant

• Span 80, Sigma Aldrich S6760 HLB = 4.3

formulations, and a high-energy ultrasonicator.

• StuphCorp™ Part B, no published HLB value

Emulsion droplet size was analyzed by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) to determine mean size and zeta
potential and single particle optical sizing (SPOS) to
quantify the volume of large droplets–the tail of the
distribution.

Instrumentation used in the study included:
• Entegris Nicomp® ZLS3000 DLS system for
submicron size + zeta potential.
• Entegris AccuSizer® APS SPOS instrument for
emulsion stability analysis.
The ultrasonicator used was the Hielscher UP400St.

MATERIALS

Formulation 1 and 2 used in this study were mixtures

Cheef Botanicals CBD oil was purchased locally in

of Tween 80 and Span 80 to create different HLB

California. The sample components from the certificate

numbers, and Stuff component B was used as described

of analysis for the product as analyzed by CannaSafe are

by the manufacturer:

shown in Table 1.

• Formulation 1 = 4 parts Span 80 + 1 part Tween
80, combined HLB = 6.97

Analyte

Results (mg/mL)

CBD

37.0096

CDC

1.3279

Δ9-THC

0.8284

CBDV

0.7144

CBG

0.6405

1. Pour 25 grams of component B into beaker 1.

Δ8-THC

0.1125

2. Heat beaker 1 to a temperature range of 55°C.

Total

40.6335

3. When step 2 is at temperature, add 3 grams of

Table 1. Sample CBD oil composition

• Formulation 2 = 1 part Span 80 + 1 part Tween 80,
combined HLB = 9.65
• Formulation 3 = Part B

MIXING PROCEDURE
The following Part B mixing procedure was used:

oil to beaker 1.
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4. Fill beaker 2 with 70 grams of water. Heat cup
to 55 °C.

TheEmeraldConference.com

MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL, DLS MEASUREMENTS
A 2 mL sample was removed from the beaker during

5. Place beaker 2 under the ultrasonic sonotrode.

ultrasonic processing. The sample was diluted 200 µL

6. Position the bottom of the sonotrode just below

emulsion into 20 DI water for a 1000:1 dilution ratio.

the surface of the water.

Then 300 µL of diluted emulsion was pipetted into a

7. Start sonicating beaker 2.

disposable glass cell for measurement for particle size

8. Pour beaker 1 slowly and steadily into beaker 2.

and 2.5 mL was pipetted into a square plastic disposable

9. Move beaker 2 in a circle motion while sonicating.

cell for zeta potential analysis. The measurements were

10. Remove samples from beaker 2 at defined time

performed using a DLS system with a 35-mW laser,

interval for analysis.
11. Stop process when all liquid is homogenized
and clear.
The following Formulation 1 and Formulation 2
mixing procedure was used:

APD size detector at 90 degrees, and PMT zeta potential
detector at -14.1 degrees.

MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL, SPOS MEASUREMENTS
A diluted sample used for the DLS measurements was

1.

Heat Span 80 and Tween 80 to 55 °C.

tested on the AccuSizer APS with an LE400 sensor

2.

Mix Span 80 and Tween 80 in desired

(range 0.5–400 µm) to determine an acceptable

proportions for a total of 2 mL.

measurement protocol. The AccuSizer APS was flushed

3.

Vortex combination of surfactants until blended.

to a background level below 100 particles/mL prior to

4.

Add 200 µL oil into 2 mL surfactant.

measurements. The sample was directly pipetted into

5.

Heat 50 mL water to 55 °C. Start to sonicate.

the 11-mL dilution vessel and measurements were

6. Slowly add oil/surfactant to water.

automatically diluted and analyzed for 60 seconds.

7.

Move beaker in circular motion while sonicating.

8.

Remove samples from beaker at defined time

RESULTS

interval for analysis.

DLS Results: The DLS size results shown in Figure

9. Stop after 10 minutes.

1 plot the intensity mean size in nm vs. minutes of
ultrasonication for the three CBD emulsion formulations.

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Size vs.
ultrasound time exposure
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Figure 2.

Figure 2. Intensity vs. volume distribution results
Figure 2 shows the change in particle size distribution

Figure 3.

for Formulation 1 when converting from an intensity to
volume distribution. Note that the volume distribution is
always smaller than the intensity distribution.
The ISO standard for DLS1 states that DLS test reports
should include the intensity mean and polydispersity
index. The intensity distribution can be converted
to volume for comparison to laser diffraction or to a
number basis for comparison to SEM, but the primary
calculated results when using the DLS method are based
on intensity. Emulsion droplet size by DLS results in the
cannabis industry are currently reported on an intensity,

Figure 3. SPOS size vs. counts/mL: blue = formulation 1, orange =

volume, and sometimes unspecified basis making it

formulation 2, grey = formulation 3

difficult to assess the actual state of emulsification.
Results claiming to be nanoemulsions without

Figure 4.

supporting data are common and without merit.
SPOS Results: The SPOS size results shown in Figure
3 plot Counts/mL vs. size in microns for the three CBD
emulsions. Note that these are only the largest droplets
at the far end of the size distribution. In this plot the
size scale on the x axis is 2.5 to 10 micron and the y axis
shows particle counts/mL (calculated back to the actual
concentration in the original sample).
The same results shown in Figure 3 are converted to a
volume basis and shown in Figure 4.
In the pharmaceutical industry USP test 7292,3 was
created in the 1990s to help ensure the safety of

Figure 4. SPOS size vs volume %: blue = formulation 1, orange =
formulation 2, grey = formulation 3
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patients receiving injectable lipid emulsions. USP 729
test requires two analytical techniques: Method I,
dynamic light scattering, or laser diffraction to measure
the mean and standard deviation of the distribution;
and Method II, light obscuration (or SPOS) to measure
the large tails >5 μm. The mean size from Method I
must be less than 500 nanometers (or 0.5 microns)
and the volume percent greater than 5 microns (also

TheEmeraldConference.com
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Taking this same criterion, the CBD emulsions from
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this study were analyzed by SPOS and the PFAT5
calculation was reported to quantify the large particle
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tail–an indicator of emulsion stability. The PFAT results
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using an oil density = 0.927 g/mL for CBD oil are shown

Pharmacann for devoting time to helping me understand

in Table 2.

the various steps in cannabis processing, and Michael

Formulation

PFAT5

Result

1

0.036

Pass

2

0.09915

Fail

3

0.0084

Pass

Hnatow from Stuff Corp for providing formulation
component B and the Hielscher ultrasonicator.

Table 2. PFAT5 results

CONCLUSIONS
Both the DLS and SPOS results indicate the same
rating of the state of emulsification for the three
CBD formulations: formulation 3 > formulation 1
> formulation 2. A combination of both DLS and
SPOS results provides a more complete picture of
both formulation quality and predicted stability.
Products claiming to be nanoemulsions should include
droplet size data to support the claim of the state of
emulsification. DLS size results should be presented
as the intensity mean and polydispersity index as
suggested in the ISO standard and the accepted general
practice in other industries.
The data presented from this study provides
an excellent approach to determining optimum
formulation and emulsification processing.
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Radicle Aces (Advancing CBD Education & Science):
An Open-Label, Multi-Arm, Randomized Controlled
Trial To Evaluate The Safety And Real-World Effects
Of Different CBD Products
Jeffrey Chen, MD/MBA

Radicle Science, 3456 Fortuna Ranch Rd, Encinitas, CA 92024

Jessica Saleska, PhD, MPH
Radicle Science

Kelsey Laird, PhD

Inner Strength Psychotherapy, San Francisco, CA 94131

Emily Pauli, PharmD
Radicle Science

ABSTRACT
Radicle ACES is the first multi-brand, Institutional Review Board-approved randomized controlled trial to
evaluate the effectiveness of commercially available CBD products. We recruited 3000 participants from across
the United States who reported symptoms of anxiety, sleep disturbance, or long-term pain, and randomized
them to receive a 4-week supply of 1 of 13 different commercially available CBD products, or to receive no
product until the end of the study (i.e., waitlist control). Using validated health indices, we then evaluated
changes in well-being, anxiety, pain, and sleep quality over the course of 4 weeks. We compared the effects of
taking any CBD product relative to waitlist control, as well as the relative effects of CBD dosage and spectrum,
across all health outcomes.

ARTICLE
Use of CBD to treat mental and physical health

CBD products on well-being, quality of life, anxiety,

symptoms has increased dramatically in recent decades.

pain, and sleep, with the hopes of providing data that

Thirty-three percent of Americans report having

can empower consumers, healthcare providers, and

tried CBD and over 30 million Americans use CBD

regulators to make more informed decisions about these

regularly. CBD users commonly report use to improve

products.

pain, anxiety, or sleep. Unfortunately, due in part to

In August of 2021, we recruited 3000 individuals from

nearly a century of illegality, research restrictions,

across the United States to participate in a 4-week

and lack of federal research funding, very few high-

long trial comparing the perceived health benefits of 13

quality research trials have investigated the efficacy of

different commercially available CBD products (for full

CBD for treatment of these symptoms. Radicle ACES

list see Table 1 below). Participants could be included

(Advancing CBD Education & Science) is the first multi-

in the study if they were 21 years old and older, resided

brand, Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved

in the United States, and experienced symptoms of

randomized controlled trial to evaluate the effectiveness

anxiety, sleep disturbance, or chronic pain. Individuals

of commercially available CBD. The objective of Radicle

were excluded if they were pregnant or breastfeeding,

ACES is to investigate the real-world effects of different

currently using CBD, or taking medications with
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Arm #

Arm

CBD dosage/serving

1

Waitlist control

N/A

2

Altwell Broad Spectrum Hemp Extract Gummies

25mg CBD/serving

3

Trokie Fast Melt Tablets

15mg CBD/serving

4

Healer Whole Plant Hemp Drops

5 mg CBD per 5 drops/serving size 5-25 drops

5

Puraura Premium Tincture Lemon Flavor

100mg CBD/serving

6

Columbia Care CBD softgels

30mg CBD/serving

7

Lord Jones Full Spectrum Hemp-Derived CBD tincture

20mg CBD/serving

8

MD Farma Clinical CBD softgels

25mg CBD/serving

9

Charlotte’s Web Hemp Extract

5mg CBD/serving

10

Prospect Farms Balance tincture

35mg CBD/serving

11

Rae Wellness CBD capsules

20mg CBD/serving

12

Peels CBD Oil tincture

34 mg CBD/serving

13

Versea Broad Spectrum Hemp Enriched Oral Spray

40mg CBD/serving

14

Maven 2500mg Total Hemp Extract Tincture

10 mg hemp extract/serving

Table 1. Radicle ACES study arms

which CBD could interfere. Qualified individuals were

participants (in the product arms and the waitlist

advised to consult with their healthcare provider before

control arm) were asked to complete weekly health

participating if they had a diagnosed medical condition,

assessments. These health assessments contained

were on any prescription medication or supplements, or

questions from validated health indices to assess quality

had any upcoming medical procedures planned.

of life, well-being, sleep quality, anxiety, and pain (see

Participants were randomized at baseline to one of 14

list of health conditions and their indices in Table 2

different study arms: 13 represented product conditions,

below). Questions evaluating sleep disturbance, anxiety,

where participants received one of 13 different CBD

and pain were asked only among those experiencing

products at the beginning of the study and were asked

these conditions.

to use the product throughout the study period, and
1 represented the waitlist control condition, where
individuals received their CBD product after completing
the study and were asked to abstain from using CBD
products throughout the study period.
Study products took the form of capsules, tablets,
tinctures, softgels, gummies, and an oral spray.
Suggested usage and dosage of CBD per serving varied

Condition

Index

Well-being

World Health Organization (WHO)-5 Well
Being Index [2]

Sleep
quality

Patient Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System
(PROMIS)™ Sleep Short Form (SF)-8B [3]

Anxiety

Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD)-7;
PROMIS™ Anxiety 4A [4]

Pain

Pain, Enjoyment, and General Activity
(PEG) Scale [5]

by product (see Table 1). To reflect real-world usage,
participants were instructed to use the study product
based on product label instructions, healthcare provider
advice, and personal preference.

Table 2. Health assessment indices

Those in the product conditions were asked to
complete CBD usage logs several times a week. All
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Figure 2.

Figure 1. Average health outcome scores through time; all CBD products vs. control

RESULTS

throughout the study period.

Those taking a product experienced significant

The majority (63%) of participants with anxiety

improvement across all health outcomes (well-being,

experienced a clinically meaningful improvement in

quality of life, anxiety, sleep quality, pain), relative to

their anxiety, meaning that they realized a distinct and

those taking no product (Figure 1).

palpable improvement in the quality of life through

Across all health outcomes, the largest improvements
among participants were observed within the first week
of using their product.
Participants often reported that they noticed an effect

improved anxiety symptoms.
The majority (61%) of participants with sleep
difficulties experienced a clinically meaningful
improvement in their sleep quality, meaning that they

within one hour (30%) or between 1 and 4 hours (31%)

realized a distinct and palpable improvement in the

of taking their product.

quality of life through improved sleep.

Participants experienced a 71% improvement in their
well-being score, on average, when taking their product

About half (47%) of participants with pain
experienced a clinically meaningful improvement in
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their pain, meaning that they realized a distinct and

any CBD use and the outcome of interest using the

palpable improvement in the quality of life through

interaction between any CBD use, time and sex at birth,

improved pain symptoms.

age group, or prior CBD use.

There were not significant differences in effect across
study volunteers by sex, age, or prior CBD use.

We used additional mixed effects models with similar
longitudinal structure to examine the effects of each

Product effects generally did not increase with

product and each product characteristic including

higher doses of CBD per serving. Indeed, products

CBD form (capsule, oral spray, soft gel, tablet, and

with lower doses of CBD per serving (1 to 15 mg) often

tincture), spectrum (broad, full, and isolate) and

outperformed products with higher dosage groups for

CBD dose (1 mg, 10 mg, 15 mg, 20 mg, 25 mg, 30

the improvement of well-being, anxiety, and pain.

mg, 34 mg, 35 mg, 40 mg, 50 mg, and 100 mg) on

About 10% of participants reported any side effects.
Nearly all side effects were mild.

the outcomes of interest, and then performed posthoc analyses (unadjusted and Bonferroni-adjusted
p-values) comparing the effects of each product and

METHODS

each product characteristic to one another.

We examined the effect of any CBD use, relative
to waitlist control, on GAD-7, PEG, PROMIS Sleep,
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An Evaluation Of The Growing Environment
On The Production Of Secondary Metabolites
In Cannabis Plants
Scott Churchill

Vice President of Scientific Development, MCR Labs, Framingham, MA

ABSTRACT
We were interested in determining the effect, if any, of growing conditions on clones of the same cannabis
plant. In particular, we were interested in the difference between plants grown outdoors in a highly dynamic
environment and those grown indoors in a tightly controlled environment. We took four strains of cannabis and
split clones between indoor and outdoor growing conditions. The dried cured flowers were analyzed by LCUV,
GCFID, and ICPMS to measure specific terpene, cannabinoid, and heavy metals content. These flower samples
were also analyzed using a TOF. The TOF data was processed using principal component analysis software, which
was able to identify component trends distinguishing between indoor and outdoor grows as well as strainspecific component trends. Outdoor grows showed a bias towards producing more complicated secondary
metabolites while indoor showed a bias towards simpler species. In all cases terpene potencies were elevated
in outdoor-grown plants while THCa potencies were elevated in most outdoor-grown plants. The only plants
with measurable heavy metal content were the indoor-grown plants. These results could have implications for
cultivating cannabis for novel therapeutic components as well as the relative safety and quality of cannabis
cultivation approach.

ARTICLE
INTRODUCTION / HYPOTHESIS

that some specific strains have been bred over time to

Cannabis can be grown in multiple environments,

consistently produce certain metabolites, such as 1:1

and each environment has its own set of benefits

CBD/THC strains.

and disadvantages depending upon the end goal of

Nutrient and irrigation techniques also play a major

the grower. The question asked in this experiment is

role. In indoor growing environments you have much

whether clones sharing the same genetic information

more control when it comes to watering schedule and

express different secondary metabolites as a function of

nutritional uptake, while when growing outdoors you

the environmental conditions they are grown in.

may have soil with its own nutrition, ground water,

VARIABLES
The main variables in this experiment relate directly

and variable rain in addition to your watering and
feeding regimen.
Lighting is also a major variable. Outdoor growing

to the growing environment, indoor or outdoor.

environments can take full advantage of the sun’s

However, there are also other variables in addition to

full spectrum and intensity, but a cultivator needs to

the environment that may impact compound production

consider the movement of the sun throughout the day.

that we need to be aware of such as genetics, nutrition,

Indoor cultivation has the advantage of controlling

and lighting.

the duration and intensity of light. However, it is very

While using clones enables us to focus on holding

difficult to mimic the full spectrum light from the sun.

genetic variables constant, it is important to consider
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Sample Name /
Target Analyte PPB

Field Trip 9 Indoor

Field Trip 9 Outdoor

Starfighter Indoor

Starfighter Outdoor

Arsenic

BQL

ND

ND

ND

Cadmium

125.5

ND

181.9

BQL

Mercury

BQL

ND

BQL

ND

Lead

BQL

BQL

BQL

BQL

Table 1. Heavy metals targeted data

RESULTS

outdoor. Two strains were found to be more impacted

Overall findings show trends in higher secondary

by genetics than by environmental conditions and

metabolites in samples grown outdoors which signifies

showed less of a difference between indoor and outdoor

that a more dynamic environment will induce more

than strain to strain.

responses from the plant. There were also a greater

We also had limited data that showed heavy metal

number of larger, more oxygenated and sugar-

trends. Two of the four clones were tested for heavy

conjugated species vs. lighter, less oxygenated species

metals, and both showed a response for cadmium in the

such a linalool, terpinolene, and borneol. This indicates

indoor whereas the outdoor did not.

that not only is there more of a response from this
environment, but the response also becomes more

TABLES AND CHARTS

complex and specialized.

Table 1

We also observed strain-specific data that represents
genetics overcoming the difference between indoor and

This limited data set has piqued our interest and
appears to be an area for further evaluation.

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Score plot indoor/outdoor differences
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Figure 3

Software identified a very distinct set of principal

Field Trip 9 and Starfighter are examples of cultivars

components, each one identified with a growing

whose principal component results are independent of

condition. Principal component 2 is consistently

environmental conditions:

elevated in outdoor samples whereas principal

• Field Trip 9: High PC2 score

component 1 is consistently elevated in indoor samples.

• Starfighter: Low PC2 score

Figure 2

Figure 4

PC loading plot gives us a breakdown of the individual

We see indoor samples having a very low response for

components that create the component classes, which

unknown sample with M/Z 271 and high response for

allows us to look at them as we will be doing later in

outdoor samples.

the presentation.

Figure 2.

Figure 2. Principle component analysis PC1 vs. PC2 loading plot
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Figure 3.

Figure 3. Score Plot – Unique Strains

Figure 4.

Figure 4. Unknown A: m/z 271.060, RT = 3.6 min
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Figure 5.

Figure 5. Unknown A: m/z 271.060, RT = 3.6 min NIST Library Match = Apigenin

Figure 5

Figure 7

This sample was compared to a library and matched

This library match is for Vitexin (99.6 fit). Vitexin is

to apigenin with 98.6 fit. Apigenin is being evaluated

thought to modulate hormones and reduce the severity

as an antioxidant anti-inflammatory blood pressure

of PMS, and is also used to treat migraines, acne, and

reducer and for its anti-bacterial and anti-viral

joint conditions.

properties. It is also being evaluated as a growth
inhibitor/tumor suppressor in certain cancers.
Figure 6
Here we see the same trend for the unknown target
with m/z of 433 with all the indoor samples having low
amounts and outdoor samples having higher amounts.
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Figure 6.

Figure 6. Unknown B: m/z 433.1122, RT = 2.5 min

Figure 7.

Figure 7. Unknown B: m/z 433.1122, RT = 2.5 min NIST Library Match = Vitexin
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Figure 8.

Figure 8. Unknown B Conjugate: m/z 579.1703, RT = 2.5 min

Figure 9.

Figure 9. Unknown B Conjugate: m/z 579.1703, RT = 2.5 min NIST Library Match = Vitexin-2’-O-Rhamnoside
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Figure 10.

Figure 10. Unknown C: m/z 449.1074, RT = 2.4 min

Figure 11.

Figure 11. Unknown C: m/z 449.1074, RT = 2.4 min NIST Library Match = Orientin

METHODS

Figure 10
Indoor samples have very low response for the

The experiment that was set up included three

unknown with m/z 449 and the outdoor samples having

cultivators and five cultivars. Clones of each cultivar

a noticeably higher response.

were split between both indoor and outdoor growing
environments. The plants were grown through vegetative

Figure 11

and flowering growing cycles and then dried and cured

With its long list of potential therapeutic uses
Orientin is being looked at as a molecule of interest in
several anti-aging and anti-cancer treatments.

prior to the samples sent for analysis.
There were two different labs used to test the samples
and each had a distinct approach for the analysis.
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CONCLUSION

that tested for cannabinoids, terpenes, and heavy

The cultivation method impacts both the amount and

metals. Seventeen cannabinoids were tested using a LC

type of secondary metabolites produced. These results

UV. Twenty-three terpenes were tested using a GCFID.

have implications when you are choosing growing

Four heavy metals were tested using an ICPMS.

conditions. You not only think about the costs and

Our partners at SCIEX conducted an untargeted

environmental impact or the regulatory environment,

qualitative approach coupled with principled component

but also consider what kind of molecules of interest and

analysis of the results. Tests were run of a QTOF and

therapeutic molecules you wish to express in your plants.

results were compared to a NIST library match.

Further work is needed to identify which environmental

DISCUSSION
The targeted approach confirmed that secondary

conditions turn on the plant’s ability to make the more
complex compounds that are of therapeutic interest.

metabolites were elevated in samples grown outdoors.
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products observed elevated at the different growing
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outdoor plants.
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A Novel LC/MS/MS Method With Dual Ion Source
For Analysis Of 102 Pesticides And Five Mycotoxins
Regulated By Colorado In Hemp
Avinash Dalmia

PerkinElmer, Shelton, CT 06484

ABSTRACT
A novel LC/MS/MS method with a dual electrospray ionization (ESI) and atmospheric pressure chemical
ionization (APCI) source was developed for analysis of 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins regulated by Colorado
state in hemp. The limit of quantitation (LOQ) of 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins met Colorado state action
limit requirements for these analytes in hemp matrix. Eighty-eight out of 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins
were analyzed using LC/MS/MS with an ESI source and the remaining 14 pesticides were determined using LC/
MS/MS with an APCI source. The ionization mechanism of non-polar pesticides (normally analyzed by GC/MS/
MS) with APCI ion source was elucidated. A simple, fast, green, and cheap acetonitrile solvent extraction method
was used to extract pesticides and mycotoxins from hemp matrix with good extraction efficiency in the range of
80-120%. Hemp matrix is challenging and causes matrix interference and matrix effects such as ion suppression
or enhancement. We optimized LC and MS method to reduce matrix effects to improve method detection limits.
A solution containing 30 internal standards was added to hemp extract to compensate for hemp matrix effects
to get method accuracy in the range of 70-120% for 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins.

ARTICLE
The Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 (2018 Farm

for 96 pesticides in cannabis products.5 Recently,

Bill) authorized the production of hemp and removed

Colorado state has issued action limits for 102 pesticides

hemp and hemp seeds from the Drug Enforcement

(including all found on Canada list, and six more)

Administration’s (DEA) schedule of controlled

in hemp.6 In addition to pesticide residues, Canada,

substances if they contain less than 0.3 percent

Colorado, and other USA states also require hemp and

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which gives users a high.

cannabis products to be tested for five mycotoxins

As with any other agricultural crop, pesticides are applied

(four aflatoxins and ochratoxin A).3,4,5,6 Mycotoxin

to hemp plants to protect it from pests and improve

contamination can occur during the cultivation or

growth yield. Chronic exposure to pesticides can lead

storage of hemp. Like pesticides, these mycotoxins are

to serious health risks and therefore pesticide analysis

toxic and pose a serious health risk to consumers. As a

in hemp is important for consumer safety and quality

result, testing for the levels of pesticide and mycotoxins

control. Because there are no federal regulations for

in hemp is important to ensure health of consumers and

pesticide analysis in hemp, individual states define and

quality control in different US states and Canada.

1

regulate the use of pesticides for the production of hemp.

In the past, pesticide analysis was carried out using

Among these states, Oregon, California, and Florida

both LC/MS/MS and GC/MS/MS methods coupled with

have set action levels for 59, 66, and 67 pesticides,

sample preparation methods such as QuEChERS and

respectively, in cannabis and hemp.

solvent extraction with either dspe or spe cleanup.

2,3,4

Outside the

USA, Canada has set maximum residue limits (MRLs)

These reported methods are time consuming, expensive,
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1. Take approximately 5 grams of dried hemp as a

poor extraction efficiency for few analytes such as

representative of each sample batch and grind it

daminozide and others.

finely using a grinder (e.g., OMNI Bead Ruptor 96).

7,8,9,10

In the past, we published

our novel LC/MS/MS to meet regulations for pesticides
and mycotoxins regulated by California state and
Canada in different cannabis matrices.11,12,13,14,15 The aim
of this study was to validate a novel, cost-effective,
and fast LC/MS/MS method to analyze all of 102
pesticides and five mycotoxins regulated by Colorado
state in hemp matrix. The method uses a simple solvent
extraction with extraction efficiency in the range of 80120% and LC/MS/MS method with a dual electrospray
ionization (ESI) and atmospheric-pressure chemical

2. Measure 1 gram of sample and place it into 50 mL
centrifuge tube.
3. Add 5 mL of LC/MS grade acetonitrile with 0.1 %
formic acid to the tube and cap it.
4. Place the tube on multi-tube vortex mixer and
allow it to vortex for 10 minutes.
5. Centrifuge extract in tube for 10 minutes at 3000
rpm.
6. Filter the solvent into a 5 mL glass amber vial
using 0.22 micron nylon syringe-filter and cap it.

ionization (APCI) source to meet action limits set by

7. Label the bottle with the sample ID.

Colorado state for 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins

Transfer 0.5 mL of extracted sample into a 2 mL

in hemp matrix.

6

Hemp is a very challenging matrix

HPLC vial and dilute it with 0.49 mL of LC/MS grade

for analysis of pesticides and mycotoxins due to its

acetonitrile with 0.1 % formic acid and mix it. Spike 10

very complex chemical composition, and causes matrix

µL of internal standard solution from a PerkinElmer

effects. Both LC and MS method were optimized to

One Pesticide420TM ISO17034 CRM Reagent Kit.

reduce matrix effects thereby improving method
sensitivity, and 30 internal standards were utilized

LC METHOD AND MS SOURCE CONDITIONS

to compensate for matrix effects to achieve method

The LC method and MS source parameters are shown in

accuracy in the range of 70-120%.

Table 1.

MATERIALS AND REAGENTS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pesticide and mycotoxin standards were purchased

Detection Limits

from Accustandard and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively. To

The detection limit for each pesticide and mycotoxin

compensate for matrix effects observed in complex hemp

was determined by pre-spiking dried hemp matrix with

matrix, 30 internal standards solution was used from

different low levels and measuring signal to noise and

PerkinElmer One Pesticide420TM ISO17034 CRM Reagent

response reproducibility at each level with LC/MS/MS

Kit to improve method accuracy.

method using ESI and APCI source. Limit of quantitation
(LOQ) for each pesticide and mycotoxin was determined

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

to be the lowest concentration for pre-spiked hemp

Chromatographic separation was conducted on a

matrix at which S/N = 10 or higher and response RSD

PerkinElmer LX50 UHPLC system, while detection

(n=7) less than 15% is measured for quantifier ion. The

was achieved using a PerkinElmer Q-Sight 420 MS/

LOQ calculations did account for the overall dilution

MS detector with a dual ionization ESI and APCI source,

factor of 10 in sample preparation method. For example,

which operates independently with two separate inlets.

if a LOQ value of 0.01 ppm in hemp was reported for an

All instrument control, data acquisition, and data

analyte this meant that corresponding concentration

processing were performed using the Simplicity 3Q™

of this analyte in hemp extract LC vial was 0.001 ppm

software platform.

due to dilution factor of 10 in sample preparation

®

®

SAMPLE PREPARATION METHOD

method. Colorado’s acceptable limits, method’s limit of
quantification (LOQs), and response RSD for each of the

Below is the step-by-step sample preparation procedure

pesticides and mycotoxins in dried hemp are summarized

with a 10-fold dilution.

in Tables 2 and 3. The LC/MS/MS method with dual
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ESI and APCI sources analyzes the 102 pesticides and
five mycotoxins in dried hemp as required by Colorado

LC Column

PerkinElmer Quasar SPP
Pesticides (4.6 × 100 mm, 2.7
µm)

Mobile Phase A
(ESI method)

2 mM ammonium formate + 0.1%
formic acid (in water)

A diverter valve enables quick and automated switching

Mobile Phase B
(ESI method)

2 mM ammonium formate + 0.1%
formic acid (in methanol)

source and vice versa to facilitate the fast analysis using

Mobile Phase A
(APCI method)

LC/MS grade water

Mobile Phase B
(APCI method)

LC/MS grade methanol

Mobile Phase
Gradient

The run time for the optimized
gradient elution method
including analytical column reconditioning was 18 min for the
ESI method and 11 min for the
APCI method.

regulations with two separate injections using the same
instrument platform with a total run time of 29 minutes.
of mobile phase eluent to the APCI source from the ESI
this method without requiring the time-consuming
step of switching APCI and ESI ion sources in LC/MS/MS
systems with a single ion source. 88 out of 102 pesticides
and five mycotoxins were analyzed using the ESI source
and the remaining 14 pesticides regulated by the State
of Colorado were measured with the APCI source. As
demonstrated in Tables 2 and 3, the LOQs determined in
this study meet the Colorado action limits for all of the
analyzed pesticides and mycotoxins in hemp matrix with
single LC/MS/MS instrument platform to reduce cost and
complexity of analysis. The LOQ of about 83% and 94%

Column Oven
Temperature

30 ºC

Auto sampler
Temperature

20 ºC

and 0.02 ppm, respectively.
Determination of non-polar pesticides with an ESI source

Injection Volume

3.0 µL for the LC/MS/MS
method with the ESI source. 10
µL for the LC/MS/MS method
with the APCI source.

MS Source Conditions for the ESI and APCI sources

of analytes in dried hemp was less than or equal to 0.01

A number of non-polar pesticides do not have low
detection limits using LC/MS/MS systems with
conventional ESI source. Since we are using heated
sheath of gas around electrospray source plume or
droplets, we were able to ionize these non-polar

ESI Voltage
(Positive)

+5100 V

compounds with good sensitivity in dried hemp. The

ESI Voltage
(Negative)

-4200V

bifenthrin, cyfluthrin, cypermethrin, deltamethrin,

APCI Corona
Current (Positive)

5 µA

APCI Corona
Current
(Negative)

-5 µA

to meet Colorado action limits. Figure 1 shows MRM

Drying Gas

150 arbitrary units

representative set of challenging pesticides (cyhalothrin,

Nebulizer Gas

350 arbitrary units

ESI Source
Temperature

315 ºC

APCI Source
Temperature

275 ºC

HSID Temperature 200 ºC
Detection mode

Time-managed MRM™

Table 1. LC method and MS source conditions.

detection limits of these non-polar pesticides (allethrin,
kinoprene, lambda-cyhalothrin, methoprene, MGK-264,
permethrin, phenothrin, resmethrin, tetramethrin, and a
few others) was in range of 0.01-0.2 ppm in dried hemp
chromatograms with excellent signal-to-noise ratio for a
methoprene) in dried hemp matrix using ESI source.
Analysis and ionization mechanism for non-polar analytes
using an APCI source
A number of hydrophobic and non-polar pesticides
(quintozene, chlorfenapyr, methyl parathion, iprodione,
fenvalerate, and others) found on the Colorado list are
traditionally analyzed by GC/MS/MS because they do not
ionize effectively when analyzed using LC/MS/MS with
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Pesticide

Acceptable
Limit/ppm

Method
LOQ /ppm

Response
RSD/% (n=7)

Abamectin

0.1

0.02

8.7

Acephate

0.02

0.005

7.5

Acequinocyl†

0.03

0.005

8.5

Acetamiprid

0.1

0.005

9

Aldicarb

1

0.01

8.6

Allethrin

0.2

0.05

9.2

Atrazine

0.025

0.005

8.2

Azadirachtin

1

0.05

8.3

Azoxystrobin

0.02

0.005

9

Benzovindiflupyr

0.02

0.005

9.5

Bifenazate

0.02

0.005

6.4

Bifenthrin

1

0.01

10

Boscalid

0.02

0.01

9.9

Buprofezin

0.02

0.005

6.3

Carbaryl

0.05

0.01

9.3

Carbofuran

0.02

0.005

7.9

Chlorantraniliprole

0.02

0.005

9.8

Chlorphenapyr†

0.05

0.02

8.2

Chlorpyrifos†

0.04

0.01

9

Clofentezine

0.02

0.005

9.9

Clothianidin

0.05

0.005

9

Coumaphos

0.02

0.005

10

Cyantraniliprole

0.02

0.005

10

Cyfluthrin

0.2

0.2

7.4

Cypermethrin

0.3

0.1

6.6

Cyprodinil

0.25

0.01

8.4

Daminozide

0.1

0.01

7.5

Deltamethrin

0.5

0.02

9

Diazinon

0.02

0.005

7.7

Dichlorvos

0.1

0.01

9

Dimethoate

0.02

0.005

9.6

Table 2. Colorado state acceptable
limits, method LOQ and response
RSD at LOQ level for 102 pesticides
in dried hemp.
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Pesticide

Acceptable
Limit/ppm

Method
LOQ /ppm

Response
RSD/% (n=7)

Dimethomorph

0.05

0.01

7

Dinotefuran

0.1

0.005

7.4

Diuron

0.125

0.005

6.5

Dodemorph

0.05

0.005

7.8

Endosulfan sulfate†

0.05

0.01

9.3

Endosulfan-alpha†

0.2

0.1

9.2

Endosulfan-beta†

0.05

0.01

9.4

Ethoprophos

0.02

0.005

9

Etofenprox

0.05

0.01

8.6

Etoxazole

0.02

0.005

8.8

Etridiazole†

0.03

0.01

9.1

Fenhexamid

0.125

0.01

5.8

Fenoxycarb

0.02

0.005

6.5

Fenpyroximate

0.02

0.005

9.9

Fensulfothion

0.02

0.01

9.9

Fenthion

0.02

0.005

8

Fenvalerate†

0.1

0.02

8.2

Fipronil†

0.06

0.005

10

Flonicamid

0.05

0.005

9.5

Fludioxonil†

0.02

0.005

9.7

Fluopyram

0.02

0.005

5.5

Hexythiazox†

0.01

0.005

10

Imazalil

0.05

0.01

9.3

Imidacloprid

0.02

0.005

9.2

Iprodione†

1

0.01

8.8

Kinoprene

0.5

0.1

10

Kresoxim-methyl

0.02

0.01

7.6

(Lambda) Cyhalothrin

0.25

0.05

9.4

Malathion

0.02

0.01

9.7

Metalaxyl

0.02

0.005

9.5

Methiocarb

0.02

0.01

9.4
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Pesticide

Acceptable
Limit/ppm

Method
LOQ /ppm

Response
RSD/% (n=7)

Methomyl

0.05

0.005

10

Methoprene

2

0.2

6.2

Mevinphos

0.05

0.01

9.1

MGK-264

0.05

0.01

7.8

Myclobutanil

0.02

0.005

6.6

Naled

0.1

0.01

7.8

Novaluron

0.05

0.005

9.7

Oxamyl

3

0.005

10

Paclobutrazol

0.02

0.01

9.5

Parathion-methyl†

0.05

0.005

9.4

Permethrin

0.5

0.01

8.1

Phenothrin

0.05

0.02

7.5

Phosmet

0.02

0.01

9.4

Piperonyl butoxide

0.2

0.02

9.8

Pirimicarb

0.02

0.005

10

Prallethrin

0.05

0.01

8.9

Propiconazole

0.1

0.02

8.4

Propoxur

0.02

0.005

9.2

Pyraclostrobin

0.02

0.005

8.9

Pyrethrins

0.05

0.02

8

Pyridaben

0.05

0.005

5

Pyriproxyfen

0.01

0.005

6.8

Quintozene†

0.02

0.01

9.8

Resmethrin

0.1

0.02

9.3

Spimetoram

0.02

0.01

9.8

Spinosad

0.1

0.01

8.7

Spirodiclofen

0.25

0.02

7.5

Spiromesifen

3

0.01

8.1

Spirotetramat

0.02

0.01

9.1

Spiroxamine

0.1

0.005

6.3

Tebuconazole

0.05

0.005

8
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Pesticide

Acceptable
Limit/ppm

Method
LOQ /ppm

Response
RSD/% (n=7)

Tebufenozide

0.02

0.005

8.9

Teflubenzuron

0.05

0.01

9.4

Tetrachlorvinphos

0.02

0.005

6.5

Tetramethrin

0.1

0.02

9.8

Thiabendazole

0.02

0.01

10

Thiacloprid

0.02

0.005

9.8

Thiamethoxam

0.02

0.005

9

Thiophanate-methyl

0.05

0.01

9.2

Trifloxystrobin

0.02

0.005

9.4

Note. The pesticides analyzed using the 11-minute LC/MS/MS method
with an APCI source are indicated by a dagger (†). The rest of compounds
that are not marked with a dagger were determined using the 18-minute
LC/MS/MS method with an ESI source.

Mycotoxin

Acceptable
Limit/ppb

Method
LOQ/ppb

Response
RSD/% (n=7)

Ochratoxin A

<5

4

8.4

Aflatoxin B1

<5

2

7.9

Aflatoxin B2*

NA

4

8.5

Aflatoxin G1*

NA

2

8.8

Aflatoxin G2*

NA

4

10.0

Aflatoxins (B1+B2+G1+G2)

<20

12

NA

Table 3. Colorado state acceptable
limits, method LOQ, and response RSD
at LOQ level for five mycotoxins in
dried hemp using the 18-minute LC/
MS/MS method with an ESI source.

Note. The mycotoxins marked with (*) have cumulative acceptable limit
instead of individual acceptable limit.
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Figure 1.
Figure 1. MRM chromatograms
for non-polar pesticides

(a)

– cyhalothrin (a), and
methoprene (b) pre-spiked
at level of 0.1 and 0.2 ppm,
respectively in dried hemp.

(b)

an ESI source. These analytes either have low proton

limits of these hydrophobic analytes in hemp. Using a

affinity or lack acidic functional groups, and are difficult

11-minute LC/MS/MS method with an APCI source, the

to ionize by an ESI source in either positive or negative

LOQs of 14 non-polar pesticides in dried hemp was in

ion mode. An APCI ion source is much better suited for

the range of 0.005-0.1 ppm. Figure 2 shows an excellent

ionization of these hydrophobic and non-polar analytes,

signal-to-noise ratio for two representative pesticides

and it was therefore used to determine the detection

(etridiazole and quintozene) pre-spiked at a level of
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Figure 2.
Figure 2. MRM chromatograms for

(a)

non-polar pesticides – etridiazole
(a), and quintozene (b) pre-spiked
at a level of 0.01 ppm in dried
hemp using an APCI source.

(b)

0.01 ppm in the dried hemp matrix using an LC/MS/

ion mode or deprotonation in negative ion mode. Since

MS method with an APCI source. This demonstrates the

some of analytes analyzed using APCI method could not

excellent sensitivity of our APCI method. Most analytes

be ionized efficiently with above mentioned ionization

with basic or acidic functional groups get ionized in

(protonation/deprotonation) mechanism, and we had

ESI and APCI source with either protonation in positive

to determine other ways of ionizing these compounds
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Figure 3.

(a)
Propiconazole Isomers

(b)
Propiconazole Isomers

Figure 3. (a) Overlay of response of blank hemp matrix (Red) and propiconazole pre-spiked at a level of 0.02 ppm in hemp matrix
(Green) showing matrix interference with MRM transition of 342.1 to 69. (b) Overlay of response of blank hemp matrix (Red) and
propiconazole (Green) pre-spiked at a level of 0.02 ppm in hemp matrix demonstrating minimal matrix interference with MRM
transition of 344.1 to 69.

using an APCI ion source. For ionization of compounds

The different ionization mechanisms of pesticides

in APCI source, different ionization mechanisms such as

analyzed in hemp matrix with APCI ion source were

proton attachment, proton abstraction, anion adduction,

determined by collecting first quad scan mass spectra

electron capture, and dissociative electron capture have

over mass range of 50-500 Da of different analytes

been proposed in the past.

and are given below, where [M] stands for different

16

It has been demonstrated

that chlorinated nitrobenzene compounds can form
phenoxide ions under negative APCI conditions.

pesticides:
1. Proton attachment for chlorpyrifos and

17

Similarly, we proposed the ionization mechanism of
quintozene with APCI source in negative ion mode.

12,13,15

hexythiazox
M + [H] + → [M + H] +
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2. Proton abstraction for fipronil, fludioxinil,

isobaric to this pesticide in hemp matrix. Therefore,

endosulfan-alpha, endosulfan-beta and

as shown in figure 3b, MRM transition (344.1 to 69)

endosulfan sulfate
M + [OH] — → [M – H] — + H2O

based on M+2 isotope mass of protonated molecular
ion was determined to reduce matrix interference and
achieve LOQ of 0.02 ppm for propiconazole in the hemp

3. Anion attachment for chlordane
M + [A] — → [M + A] —

matrix. Figure 3 shows the signal overlay of blank hemp
matrix and propiconazole spiked at level of 0.02 ppm in
hemp using MRM transitions with and without matrix

4. Electron capture for acequinocyl
M + e— → [M] —

interference. This figure demonstrates that optimum
propiconazole MRM transition helped in achieving lower
detection limits due to minimal matrix interference from

5. Dissociative electron capture for chlorfenapyr,

hemp. Similarly, we had to determine optimum MRM

parathion-methyl, etridiazole, fenvalerate,

transitions for other pesticides such as prallethrin and

iprodione, and captan
M + e— → [F] — + [N]

pyrethrins to reduce matrix interference.
In another example, LC method was optimized
to reduce ion suppression effects for analysis of

6. Electron capture by oxygen followed by chemical
reaction for quintozene
0 + e— → 0 —
2

M

factor of 10 to meet Colorado state action limits. When
we used fast 6-min LC gradient with APCI source, 75%

2

+

02

—

→ [M – Cl

+ O]

endosulfan-beta to improve its detection limits by a

ion suppression is observed for endosulfan-beta. When
—

we use optimum and longer 11-min LC gradient, ion
suppression effects are minimal and LOQ is improved

Note that we also demonstrated ionization mechanism

by a factor of 10. Figure 4a and 4b demonstrates

for two more pesticides (captan and chlordane) not on

that we can achieve LOQ of 0.1 and 0.01 ppm for this

Colorado list but present in cannabis regulations for

analyte with 6-minute and 11-minute LC method,

other USA states such as California and Florida.

respectively. Now our method can easily meet Colorado
state acceptable limits of 0.05 ppm for this compound

LC and MS Method optimization to reduce matrix interference

in hemp matrix with optimum 11-minute LC gradient.

and matrix effects to improve detection limits

We collected negative mode scan data over mass range

Hemp is a difficult matrix since it shows substantial

of 100-500 Da with APCI ion source for hemp matrix to

matrix interference, caused by presence of isobaric

determine retention time of CBDA (cannabidiolic acid),

compounds, and matrix effects such as suppression and

which is the main cannabinoid in hemp. The hemp

enhancement for signal of some pesticides. To improve

sample used with our method had about 6.5% CBDA.

the selectivity of pesticide analysis in hemp, therefore, it

The higher ion suppression effect for endosulfan-beta

is necessary to optimize MS method and have multiple

with hemp using fast 6-min LC gradient is caused by

mass transitions (more than two) for a few compounds

co-elution of CBDA with endosulfan-beta (retention

in order to find a mass transition that does not have

time of CBDA and endosulfan-beta are same). When

matrix interference. For example, propiconazole shows

we utilize optimum 11-min LC gradient, then we get

highest signal based on protonated molecular ion

baseline separation between CBDA and endosulfan-beta

transition in a standard, but the MRM transition (342.1

(retention time of CBDA and endosulfan-β are separated

to 69) in figure 3a, based on protonated molecular ion

by 0.1 min) and ion suppression effects are almost

in the hemp matrix, showed poor LOQ of 0.2 ppm due

negligible for this pesticide in hemp matrix.

to matrix interference from co-extracted compounds
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Figure 4.

Figure 4. MRM chromatograms for

(a)

endosulfan-βeta pre-spiked at a level
of 0.1 ppm in dried hemp with APCI
source using 6-min LC gradient (a)
and 11-min LC gradient (b).

(b)

Analysis of acequinocyl in a hemp matrix using ESI and

with another complementary orthogonal method. Figure

APCI source

5a and 5b shows the response for acequinocyl pre-spiked

Apart from monitoring two transitions for unambiguous

at a level of 0.01 ppm in a hemp matrix using ESI and

identification of all of the pesticides in a hemp matrix,

APCI ion source, respectively. Overall, APCI source is a

we were able to measure some of the more challenging

better option for analysis of this pesticide in different

pesticides such as acequinocyl and others in a hemp

hemp-related matrices such as plant, concentrates ,and

matrix with two different LC/MS/MS methods using

edibles, because it shows lower detection limits with less

either ESI or APCI sources to increase our confidence in

matrix effects in comparison to ESI source.

measuring these pesticides in a challenging hemp matrix
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Figure 5.

Figure 5. MRM chromatograms

(a)

of acequinocyl spiked at a level
of 0.01 ppm pre-spiked in a
hemp matrix using the LC/MS/
MS method with an ESI source (a)
and an APCI source (b).

(b)

Sample Preparation Extraction Efficiency

during the salting out step. The extraction efficiency

Different groups have deployed complex sample

of daminozide from a cannabis matrix with QuEChERS

preparation methods using either solvent extraction

extraction has been reported to be less than 10%.9 The

or QuEChERS extraction followed by SPE (solid phase

extraction efficiency of other pesticides such as imazalil,

extraction) or dSPE (dispersive solid phase extraction)

spirotetramat, pyridaben, and few others was lower than

with different sorbents.

A number of analytes such

ideal value of 80% with sample preparation methods

as daminozide, imazalil, spirotetramat, pyridaben, and a

using dSPE or SPE clean up since these pesticides are

few others showed poor extraction efficiency with such

retained on sorbents used in these sample preparation

intricate, expensive, and laborious sample preparation

methods.10 Recently, another group developed a solvent

methods. Since daminozide is too polar to be extracted

extraction method followed by an evaporation step

efficiently with QuEChERS, it remains in the aqueous

to carry out solvent exchange with initial LC mobile

phase and does not partition into the organic solvent

phase for extraction of pesticides from a hemp matrix.

7,8,9,10
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Extraction Efficiency/%

Figure 6.

Note that extraction efficiency for a few pesticides at
low level was not determined since their LOQ was higher

140

ESI Source
APCI Source

130
120

than 0.02 ppm in hemp matrix. The sample preparation
extraction efficiency was calculated by taking the
percentage ratio of signal of analyte in pre-spiked to

110

post-spiked hemp extract.

100

Extraction Efficiency (%) =

90

Signal in prespiked extract* 100
Signal in post spiked extract

80

Hemp matrix effects and method accuracy

70

Hemp is a challenging matrix and causes matrix effects

60

such as ion suppression/enhancement since many of

0

10

highly concentrated components such as cannabinoids
and terpenes are also co-extracted with pesticides and

Retention Time/min

mycotoxins. The ion suppression/enhancement effects

Figure 6. The extraction efficiency for 102 pesticides and five

were determined by checking signal for spiked pesticides

mycotoxins spiked at level of 0.2 ppm and 40 ppb, respectively,

and mycotoxins at a fixed concentration in post-spiked

in dried hemp using solvent extraction.

hemp extract and solvent standard. The matrix effects
were calculated by taking the percentage difference
between the signal of the analyte in the post-spiked
hemp extract and clean solvent, and dividing it by the

The extra evaporation step in this sample preparation

signal of analyte in clean solvent. About one-third of

method resulted in low extraction efficiency or recoveries

analytes exhibited absolute matrix effects greater than

for some pesticides such as abamectin, pyridaben,

20% with LC/MS/MS method. Since hemp matrix is

fenpyroximate, and others due to their precipitation.

very hydrophobic, absolute matrix effects greater than

Due to low extraction efficiency of some pesticides

20% were observed mainly at higher elution time for

with time-consuming, expensive, and difficult sample

analytes with reverse phase LC column. Moreover,

preparation methods such as solvent extraction with

matrix effects are different in various forms of hemp and

evaporation, QuEChERS or solvent extraction followed

cannabis products such as different strains of cannabis/

by either dSPE or SPE cleanup to extract pesticides and

hemp plant and types of concentrates with different

mycotoxins from cannabis and hemp matrix, we used a

cannabinoids and terpene profile and edible products

simple acetonitrile-based solvent extraction method to

(tinctures, gummies, and chocolates) with high sugar or

get good extraction efficiency from dried hemp for 102

high fat content. Therefore, it is difficult to determine

pesticides and five mycotoxins with high throughput.

a universal matrix that can represent different forms

The fortified dried hemp samples were used to determine

of cannabis/hemp products for carrying out single

pesticides and mycotoxin extraction efficiency. Seven

matrix matched calibration for accurate quantitation of

dried hemp samples were spiked at two levels (low and

pesticides and mycotoxins in different types of cannabis/

high) of the 102 pesticides (0.02 and 0.2 ppm) and five

hemp products. The matrix matched calibration using

mycotoxins (4 and 40 ppb) standard. The extraction

different strains of cannabis/hemp flower, types of

efficiency of all of the 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins

concentrate, and edible products for quantitation

at two different levels was within an acceptable range of

of pesticides and mycotoxins in different cannabis/

80-120% with RSD less than 20% for seven dried hemp

hemp products is not a practical option to achieve high

samples. Figure 6 shows the extraction efficiency of

throughput at cannabis testing labs due to its complexity

93 analytes (88 pesticides and five mycotoxins) and 14

and slow cycle time. The practical approach is to use

pesticides at high level with ESI and APCI source method.

calibration using solvent standards for quantitation of

18
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Figure 7.
Internal Standard (ESI)
Internal Standard (APCI)

it is important to add internal standards to both solvent
improve method accuracy by compensating for hemp
matrix effects such as ion suppression or enhancement.
A solution containing 30 internal standards from
a PerkinElmer One Pesticide420TM ISO17034 CRM
Reagent kit was spiked in both solvent standards used
for generation of calibration curves for quantitation and
hemp samples to improve the accuracy of quantitative
analysis by compensating for the matrix effects and
correcting for any inaccuracies in sample injection with
LC. The method accuracy of the LC/MS/MS method is
given by the following equation:
Accuracy (%) =

Measured concentration
Spiked concentration

* 100

Seven dried hemp samples were spiked at two levels

140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

Accuracy/%

standard calibrants and hemp samples since they would

No Internal Standard (ESI)
No Internal Standard (APCI)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Retention Time/min

14

16

Figure 7. The method accuracy for 102 pesticides and five
mycotoxins spiked at level of 0.2 ppm and 40 ppb, respectively,
in dried hemp with and without internal standard.

(low and high) of the 102 pesticides (0.02 and 0.2
ppm) and five mycotoxins (4 and 40 ppb) standard.
The method accuracy of all of the 102 pesticides and
five mycotoxins at two different levels was within an

sample preparation methods, simple solvent extraction

acceptable range of 70-120% with RSD less than 20%

showed excellent extraction efficiency in the range of

for seven dried hemp samples with internal standards.

80-120% with RSD less than 20% for all of 102 pesticides

Figure 7 shows the method accuracy of 93 analytes (88

and five mycotoxins. Hemp matrix is challenging and

pesticides and five mycotoxins) and 12 pesticides at high

causes matrix effects and interference. We minimized

level with ESI and APCI source method, respectively

matrix effects by optimizing both LC and MS method

with and without internal standards. Note that method

to improve method sensitivity and added 30 internal

accuracy for a few pesticides at low level was not

standards to our method to compensate for matrix

determined since their LOQ was higher than 0.02 ppm

effects, and this helped us in attaining method accuracy

in hemp matrix. The data illustrates that the addition of

in the range of 70-120% with RSD less than 20% for all

internal standards resulted in accuracy in range of 70-

of 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins. The ionization

120% for 102 pesticides and five mycotoxins in hemp

mechanisms of non-polar pesticides with APCI ion

with LC/MS/MS method.

source was elucidated.
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Solving Cannabis Consistency And Bioavailability
Problems Through Nanoemulsion Technology
David Durkee

Vice President, New Ventures: Quicksilver Scientific

ABSTRACT
The cannabis edibles and THC beverage industries struggle with consistency and bioavailability problems.
This paper outlines the real and measurable benefits of using nanoemulsions in the newly growing edible
marketplace. It examines the pharmacokinetic testing data, science, and research behind the latest advances in
nanoemulsion technology and explores how nanoemulsions can provide greater bioavailability and improved
consistency for hemp and THC products. It explains how nanoemulsion technology works with traditionally
hard-to-absorb fat-soluble ingredients, like cannabinoids, to provide faster, more efficacious and consistent
uptake. It also includes an analysis of how nanoemulsion technology can be used in various formats, including
liquid, gummy, lozenge, beverages, and more to maximize bioavailability and dose control, decreasing the
variability in effect and onset/offset times and increasing the efficacy of active ingredients.

ARTICLE
THE “SCIENCE OF SMALL” – WHAT IS A
NANOEMULSION AND WHY USE ONE?

HOW TO RECOGNIZE A HIGH-QUALITY
NANOEMULSION

Cannabis is a highly variable, natural product that

One simple and cost-effective way to recognize a high-

requires refining. It is a challenge compounded when

quality nanoemulsion is to do a visual assessment to

manufacturers attempt to incorporate cannabis into food

determine if it looks milky or opaque or has gradients

or beverage products, which require specific controls.

in color or consistency.

High-quality nanoemulsions can help improve

The nanoemulsion at the far right of the below image

consistency and bioavailability, but how can a

is clear. In the others, the lipid particles are varying

manufacturer know if they’ve found a high-quality

sizes. With nanoemulsions, the bigger the lipid particles

nanoemulsion?

are, the more the visible light is scattered. That is

Manufacturers typically use a liposome with water-

why milk is opaque–it contains large fat droplets. As a

soluble materials, which is on the left of the image

result, when light hits it, the light scatters in all colors

below. Liposomes essentially have an oily lipid bilayer

and in all directions and appears white.

on the outside and a small core in the center where

On the other hand, if particles shrink to a very

manufacturers can add in vitamin C, B vitamins,

small size, as is evident in the image on the far right

or other vitamins and minerals. However, cannabis

where the particle size is about 20 nanometers, they

contains fat-soluble materials, meaning that format is

no longer scatter visible light; they scatter ultraviolet

not helpful in cannabis products. Instead, the terpenes

light. In this way, a visual inspection can offer a

and cannabinoids go into the lipid phase and make up

low-tech, easy method of identifying whether a

the nanoemulsion particle’s core, shown on the right

nanoemulsion is high quality.

in the image below.
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Figure 1.

Figure 1. Phospholipid encapsulation and nanoemulsions

Figure 2.

Figure 2. A view of lipid nanoparticles of varying sizes
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Figure 3.

Figure 3. How to recognize high-quality nanoemulsions

The second way to test the quality of a nanoemulsion

In contrast, the image below is a very clear

is to put it in a centrifuge and spin it, subjecting the

nanoemulsion that nets out at about 71 nanometers,

liquid to very high gravity. Large droplets have a

again demonstrating that as the size goes down, clarity

density difference due to the liquid around them, and,

and stability will go up.

as a result, they tend to separate. Correspondingly, a
darker layer may appear on the top or bottom of the

Figure 5

emulsion, depending on the density. As the pictures
below demonstrate, a high-quality nanoemulsion (such
as the one shown on the far right) will demonstrate no
change. Well-made nanoemulsions should be clear or
nearly clear, and they should also be very stable.
The image below shows a nanoemulsion that was
milky in appearance and broke in the centrifuge. The
mean diameter of the particles is about 300 nanometers,
which is small but certainly not as small as one of 20 or
25 nanometers.

Figure 4
The third method of testing the quality of a
nanoemulsion is laser-scattering particle size analysis,
which requires a lab. This type of scientific analysis
shines light into the sample. The process essentially
does the same thing as what the visible and UV light
are doing—scattering in all directions at different
sizes—and offers a calculation that will report the size
distribution of the droplets in the sample.
A high-end analytical tool such as laser-scattering lab
testing will provide much more information by probing
the sample with light to determine what kind of
environment the droplets are in and, more specifically,
their size.
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Figure 6.

Figure 6. cryoTEM images of nano emulsified hemp oil 100nm bar

A final validation method is freezing the liquid at

form a droplet and will persist to stay in that same

a very low temperature with liquid nitrogen, cutting

small droplet state through all sorts of permutations,

it into slices, putting the slices into a transmission

something evident in the transparent emulsions shown

electron microscope (cryoTEM), and taking pictures.

in the earlier images. They might look milky when the

The images below are of emulsions of around 20

oil and water are coming together, but they snap into

nanometers. The bar in the lower right-hand corner

place and are perfectly stable and clear. That kind of

represents a hundred nanometers. In this way, the

ultra-stability will confer some benefits which will be

laser scattering can be confirmed with an actual visual

outlined below.

inspection with a cryo-TEM to triple-check the quality
of nanoemulsion.
At this point, evidence has established that high-

THE BENEFITS OF NANOEMULSIONS
One of the first benefits is package stability. If the

quality nanoemulsions are superior and more stable.

oil droplet is very stable in the environment that it’s

There are two types of stability in the chemical world.

in, it’s unlikely that it will find a packaging material

First is kinetic stability, meaning something is stable

somewhere else in the food matrix that it’s happier

over time but not indefinitely. The chemicals have been

attaching to. Although that may not be the case 100%

pushed together into a position that over time will fall

of the time, we tend to see very robust package stability

apart. The other kind of stability is thermodynamic

for high-quality nanoemulsions.

stability wherein the chemicals are essentially stable

A second benefit is dispersibility in food matrices.

where they are and don’t want to fall apart or migrate

Once an emulsion is very stable in its current state

into a different type of system. That is called a

and has a good amount of water in it, it can be taken

microemulsion.

and dispersed into a food matrix with a very high level

An example of this is an oil droplet that is so stable
that, in the right environment, it will spontaneously

of consistency. So, for example, if a manufacturing
facility has a beverage tank and the manufacturer
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Figure 7.

Figure 7. Intra-absorption comparison of nanoemulsified and non-nanoemulsified cannabidiol

needs to ensure that the active ingredients get

MEASURING NANOEMULSION PERFORMANCE

completely dispersed throughout the tank, this type

The best way to measure performance is through human

of nanoemulsion will be able to be very uniformly and

uptake studies, in which people consume the product

readily dispersed from top to bottom and side to side.

and then have their blood drawn over time. That is a very

Finally, high-quality nanoemulsions offer excellent
physical stability. As long as the manufacturer does a
great job of making a robust system that will survive

objective way to determine whether a product is doing
what it claims to do.
Another option is Caco-2 GI permeability assays,

the processing, the droplets will be so stable in their

where a layer of cells separates two liquids, and the

macro-environment and their micro-environment that

test measures how fast the materials migrate from

when they’re dispersed into a food matrix they will stay

one liquid to the other. Those are great, but they’re

in that conformation.

relative because they can only indicate that product X is

For example, once the emulsions pictured earlier

better than product Y, and can’t specifically show how

dissolve into a food matrix (be it a gummy, lozenge, or

long the update takes and what happens after. So the

confection), it’s possible to use light-scattering particle

preferred testing method is to use a blood draw.

analysis to confirm that the nanoemulsions were 20

The images below chart people who have come to the

nanometers when they went into the hot sugar, and

Quicksilver Scientific clinic, consumed the materials

they remained 20 nanometers when they came out in

being tested, and had their blood drawn over time.

the finished product. So that can be an excellent test of

Then their blood is put into a quadrupole mass spec to

product formulation.

measure the nanograms or nanomolar concentration of

Nanoemulsions can make very stable, consistent
products, but what about their performance? Putting

cannabinoids in their blood.
The nanoemulsion seen above is clear. Next to it is

cannabinoids and terpenes into edibles is a tricky

an unemulsified hemp oil which was used as a control.

business. It is difficult to differentiate one brand

It is pictured as a capsule but was administered as

from another and stand out—the marketplace can be

a liquid. In this test, a few drops of very precisely

reasonably flat. However, the superior performance and

weighed liquid of each type of hemp oil were

uptake offered by a high-quality nanoemulsion allow

administered to the test subjects.

the opportunity to do just that.

The graph demonstrates a tremendous difference
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Figure 8.
Figure 8. A comparison of the
relative bioavailability of liposomal
and non-liposomal cannabidiol

Figure 9.
Figure 9. Pharmacokinetic data:
CBD gummies

between the 20-nanometer droplets and the control

Using a 20-nanometer droplet means skipping right

hemp oil. In the blue line, it is evident that the

to the end of the more time-intensive absorption

concentration of CBD goes up quite quickly with the

process by presenting the body with something that,

nanoemulsified option and peaks around the 45-minute

although not instantly digestible, is infinitely more

mark; however, the hemp oil never really offers much

digestible than something bigger. When properly made,

in the way of performance.

the same results can be replicated in confections or

It’s evident then that the bioavailability and onset
of the nanoemulsion are much better, partly because,

different gummy formulations.
The study shown above evaluates the effectiveness

as stated earlier, it simply takes longer for the body

of nanoemulsion technology in delivering a 12 mg

to break down and absorb bigger fat droplets. Only

dose of CBD in two different gummy bases: gelatin

when the droplets are sufficiently tiny can they be

(blue line), and pectin (orange line). The absorption of

metabolized and absorbed properly.

both gummy formats with the nanoemulsion is then
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Nanoemulsions offer faster effects and more efficient

(grey line). Again, it’s evident in both the pectin-based

bioavailability and can offer manufacturers a real

gummy and the gelatin-based gummy that when using

advantage in a competitive marketplace. They also

the nanoemulsion the bioavailability increases and the

ensure that the products will deliver a more rewarding

performance is better. In addition, they offer speedy

and consistent consumer experience, which in turn

onset and not just better performance relative to oil, but

encourages repeat purchases. Manufacturers should not

better performance relative to other gummies on the

underestimate the value of providing consumers with

market using this kind of technology.

a consistent product experience where the consumer

CONCLUSION
Smaller nanoemulsions lead to excellent uptake and

trusts and understands the outcome they can expect
from a given product.
Using high-quality nanoemulsions also means

bioavailability. As the pharmaceutical industry knows

that manufacturers will spend less money on pricey

quite well, it’s a wasted effort if the body can’t absorb

key ingredients due to improved bioavailability and

whatever it’s ingesting. As a manufacturer, why take

potency. Overall, high-quality nanoemulsions offer

the time, effort, and money to make a great edible or

manufacturers a strong point of differentiation and a

drinkable product when the key ingredient is delivered in

more potent, bioavailable, and consistent experience

a format that cannot be readily absorbed?

for consumers.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important aspects of cannabis production today is taking steps to avoid pollination and
subsequent seed production in a grow operation. Pollination is thought to reduce yields, and flower products
containing seeds are viewed as an inferior product in the market. “Sensimilla” has long been a term used to
describe cannabis grown in the absence of pollen. Avoiding pollination is most commonly done by utilizing
female-only clones or feminized seed, or by screening and culling male plants before flower maturation.
However, cannabis is known to be prone to hermaphroditism and will occasionally produce male flowers on
female plants. These male flowers have the capability of pollinating an entire crop of cannabis, drastically
lowering its value. A large amount of money is spent on labor and resources to constantly scout plants to
identify and remove male flowers. Furthermore, as the hemp industry continues to grow there is an increased
chance of hemp fields, which could contain male or monoecious plants, cross-pollinating drug type cannabis
fields. Cultivators currently spend money and effort on pollen detection and filtering systems to stop unwanted
fertilization. The creation of sterile cannabis varieties could directly lead to reduced production costs and
decrease the chances of crop failure. Triploidy has been used to create sterile/seedless crops in other species.
Here, we have utilized ploidy manipulation to produce triploid seedless drug type cannabis varieties and
provide information on their yield, performance, and sterility compared to standard varieties.
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ARTICLE
INTRODUCTION

However, female plants can show intersex traits, and

Cannabis sativa is considered a dioecious annual

no scouting method can be completely effective at

plant, producing male and female flowers on

removing these plants at large scale. Additionally, these

separate individuals. Female plants are rich in

methods do not control for cross-pollination from

economically important phytochemicals, contain

nearby hemp fields. Hemp pollen can fertilize drug-

two X sex chromosomes, and will set seed if

type cannabis plants, and hemp farmers are often far

pollinated. Male plants do not contain the same

less diligent in controlling for male flowers. A study

high levels of phytochemicals, contain both X and Y

in 2000 estimated that up to 36% of all wind-borne

sex chromosomes, and produce pollen. A spectrum

pollen in the Midwest was cannabis sativa, prior to

of monecious cannabis has been observed in which

legalization.4 Humboldt County in Northern California

the same plant can produce flowers of either sex,

has passed ordinances banning the cultivation of hemp

regardless of sex chromosome content. These intersex

for the past several years to protect legacy cannabis

plants have the ability to produce viable pollen and/

farmers from pollen.5 Clearly, there is still a problem

or seeds. Regardless of the source of pollen, when

with pollen in the cannabis industry that must be

female cannabis plants set seed, plants show a marked

addressed in order to scale cannabis to compete with

decrease in cannabinoid content. Seeded cannabis

other crops like corn and soybeans.

1

2

flower is also seen as inferior on the market, often

Sterility/seedlessness is an attractive trait that has

being diverted from packaged flower to processed forms

been applied to many crops, such as grapes, citrus,

of cannabis due to lower bag-appeal.

watermelon, and banana. Triploidy is the unifying

Historically, cannabis was cultivated in mixed-sex

trait that confers sterility to all of these crops. The

fields and allowed to be pollinated to produce seed

term “ploidy” refers to the number of copies of each

for the next crop. Beginning in the 1970s, farmers in

chromosome an organism contains. Ploidy is organized

Mexico started culling male plants before maturation.

into levels: haploid cells have a single copy of each

Consumers immediately noticed an increase in quality,

chromosome; diploid cells have 2; tetraploid cells have

and “Sinsemilla”—Spanish for “without seeds”—

4; octoploid cells have 8; etc. (Figure 1). Most animals

became the cultivation standard for high-quality

cannot handle ploidy levels higher than diploid, but

cannabis flower production. Current cultivation

plants can often tolerate and thrive as “polyploids.”

methods to avoid pollination include using female-

These polyploids can occur naturally or be induced

only clones, growing “feminized” seed that contains

artificially using chemicals such as colchicine and

no males, and scouting fields looking for male flowers.

oryzalin that interfere with cell division6 (Figure 2).

3

Figure 1.
Figure 1: Ploidy levels, and
polyploidy.
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Figure 2.
Figure 2: Creating polyploids. Normal
mitosis (top); colchicine and oryzalin
interfere with microtubule function,
preventing cell division during mitosis
and causing genome duplication (bottom).

Figure 3.

Figure 3: Triploids are sterile due to abnormal chromosome pairing/
segregation during meiosis.

Triploids, organisms that contain three copies of each
chromosome, are functionally sterile. Odd numbers of
chromosomes are unable to pair and segregate properly

them with diploids, and then confirm the offspring are
triploid and sterile.7
We generated tetraploid plants using axial nodes

during meiosis, and the abnormal genes dosages in

and grew plants out in tissue culture. When we had

gametes cause developmental abortion (Figure 3).

enough tissue, we determined ploidy using a flow

Triploids are created by crossing a normal diploid plant

cytometer and chromosome squashing. Most plants in

with a tetraploid. The haploid gamete from the diploid

the treatment group were some level of mixed ploidy.

and the diploid gamete from the tetraploid combine

Ten percent of regenerated plants were completely

to form a triploid embryo. To create pollen-resistant

tetraploid (Figure 4). Tetraploids were used to cross

cannabis, we must generate tetraploid plants and cross

with diploid varieties to create triploid progeny.
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Figure 5.

Figure 5: Difference in growth between tetraploid 4n and
hexaploid 6n plants of the same age.

Figure 6.

Figure 6: Flow cytometry and chromosome squash confirming
triploid plants.

Triploids and tetraploids do not show significant
changes in morphology compared to diploids.
Figure 4: A) Axial nodes in oryzalin treatment. B) Nodes in tissue

Hexaploids and greater show decreased vigor, perhaps

culture, day 0. C) Nodes in tissue culture, day 30. D) Nodes in

indicating a limit to the genome size cannabis can

tissue culture, day 90. E) Plants removed from tissue culture

tolerate (Figure 5). Triploid plants were confirmed

and rooted. F) Flow cytometry showing mixed polyploid. G) Flow

using flow cytometry and root chromosome squashing

cytometry showing full tetraploid.

(Figure 6). A triploid strain was placed in a lowlight winter greenhouse growing trial and yield was
compared to diploids subjected to the same treatment.
The triploid did not show significant increase or
decrease in cannabinoids or flower yield compared to
other plants (data not shown).
We tested sterility of the triploids by applying pollen
from the same lot to two different diploid strains and a
triploid strain. The diploid varieties produced anywhere
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Chart 1.

Chart 1: Diploid and triploid plant seed production after exposure to the same pollen treatment.

Figure 7.

Figure 7: Pollen germination test compared between diploid and triploid pollen. Triploid pollen did not germinate and was low
in number compared to diploid pollen.
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Figure 8.

Figure 8: We found natural triploids in our genetic strain bank.

from 271 to 2467 seeds, while the triploids made
anywhere from 1 to 10 seeds (Chart 1). Of these seeds,
most were husks of seeds with no embryo inside, and
all were nonviable. We also tested sterility by collecting
pollen from diploid and triploid plants and testing
viability by germinating pollen on a nutrient agar plate.
Diploid pollen was numerous and germinated well,
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RO water with a clean transfer pipette on the root tips.

METHODS

We wicked away the water, and dispensed 2-3 drops of

TETRAPLOID INDUCTION

2% acetocarmine onto the root tips and placed the slide
on a paper towel. Folding the paper towel over the slide,

We used a protocol modified from several sources.1,2

we pressed down firmly with even pressure across the

We took plants in full vegetative growing stage and

coverslip, and then again with the bottom of a sharpie/

chopped them into bits containing one axillary node

pen. We imaged cells on a compound microscope at 20x.

each. We removed any unfurled leaves from the node.
We surface-sterilized nodes in 70% isopropanol for 10

FLOW CYTOMETRY

minutes, then 30% bleach for 15 minutes. We rinsed

We finely chopped plant tissue in a small petri dish

plants three times with sterile water, and then placed

containing 1 mL of chilled Galbraith’s buffer.4 We

the nodes in a 6-well tissue culture plate containing

filtered the solution through a 100uM mesh filter, and

50uM filter-sterilized oryzalin. We let the nodes

then added 10 mg/mL RNAse and incubated at 4C for 15

incubate in darkness on a shaker at 100 rpm for 24

minutes. We added 25uL of 1 mg/mL propidium iodide

hours, and then we placed the nodes in sterile tissue

stock, and incubated in darkness for 30 minutes. We

culture vessels. We transferred nodes to new media

analyzed samples using BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer

every thirty days until plants were large enough to

(Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes NJ) using the

acclimatize to soil, three to six months later.

following configurations: Histograms: FSC-A vs SSC-A,

CHROMOSOME SQUASHING

FL1-A vs FL2-A, FL3-A vs FL2-A, and a univariate
histogram of FL2A. Filter configurations: (a) FL-1: a

To count chromosomes of plants, we used a modified

530/14-nm bandpass filter, (b) FL-2: a 585/20-nm

protocol from Lattier et al. We filled a microfuge tube

bandpass filter, and (c) FL-3: a 670-nm longpass filter.

with 750uL each of both 0.24 mM cycloheximide and 2

Set the threshold at 10,000 for FSC, with a secondary

mM 8-hydroxyquinoline. We used tweezers to carefully

threshold of 1,000 for FL-2. Set slow flow rate setting (14

take the end of a couple of roots, ideally 1-2 cm long,

μL of sample per minute); data acquisition for a single

and placed them in the microfuge tube. We placed the

sample should typically take 3 to 5 minutes. A diagonal

microfuge tube in a container that blocks out light

line with concentrated dots in the top right should

at room temperature for 2.5 hours, then placed the

appear on the FL2-FL3 histogram. Add gate around dots

container into a 4C fridge for 2.5 hours. We took the

and set gate to filter on the FL2 histogram.

3

roots out and placed them in a falcon tube half-filled
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POLLEN VIABILITY
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Artificial Intelligence For Craft Cannabis
Dr. Markus Roggen

Delic Labs, Inc., Vancouver, Canada

ABSTRACT
Extraction artists need help. While Big Data is nearly everywhere in the cannabis industry, extraction is still
stuck in the last century. However, Artificial Intelligence is not the Savior of all. Data by itself is meaningless,
incomplete, and devoid of solutions.
Delic Labs presents their approach to Artificial Intelligence (AI) for extraction optimization by applying
Gaussian Processes to a limited dataset and Bayesian Optimization for the continuous improvement of a client’s
extraction process.
Ultimately, this approach to AI allows for the efficient optimization of individual extraction setups and
specialization for each available input and desired output.

ARTICLE
CANNABIS AND BIG DATA

product purity, and 100% reliability. But this “Extraction

As world events are constantly changing, adapting and

Optimus Prime” is, for now, a pipe dream.

disrupting, so are the cannabis industry and the needs of

Artificial intelligence is a catch-all term that every

producers. In a modern world where it seems Big Tech is

person interprets differently, from Siri and Alexa to

influencing every moment of our lives, cannabis industry

The Terminator. In our case, it means that we need to

players have easily adopted Big Data solutions for various

find extraction data that can be used as the basis for

aspects of their businesses, like inventory management,

an algorithm that describes how cannabis extraction

sales analytics, and loyalty programs. Somehow, one

behaves. We need to decide which data points we need

aspect of the cannabis value chain, extraction, has not

to gather, as data is not free. Taking datapoints costs

experienced the takeover by such high-tech solutions.

time, money, instrumentation, and storage capacity.

Cannabis extraction is an art. It is done with the

We need to consider a few questions before we

hands and minds of the extraction artists to craft

aimlessly start to note down the weather outside the

artisan cannabis extracts for the specific customer

extraction facility.

that they know. However, in today’s cannabis

• Why are you collecting data?

economy of declining commodity prices and increased

• What questions are you trying to answer?

customer education, it is becoming important for

• Are you going to use that data?

producers to find ways to decrease production costs,

• Does data collection change the process?

while simultaneously increasing product quality and

• Collecting data costs money!

specialization.

Just about anything is better than collecting data and

EXTRACTION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

not using it! And even after we collected all this data,
we stumble upon another truth of data science: Data

To meet all these goals, we turned to artificial

has no inherent value. The value only comes from the

intelligence. We envisioned a “robot” that gives us the

information that may be obtained from it. Therefore, it

answer to high-extraction efficiency, lowest solvent use,

must be our goal to process, organize, and analyze the

bespoke parameters for inputs and outputs, absolute

data. Focus on the data you really need and that leads to
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insights, and most importantly iterate the process. This
way everyone can improve on it the next time.

MAKING SENSE OF DATA
To train AI we must start with data: complete, carefully
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Our approach of Bayesian Optimization allows us to
utilize all available data, but also ensure we find the
best possible condition in the most efficient way. So,
have we solved cannabis extraction?

collected data. From this we can discover patterns,

BEYOND AVERAGE CANNABIS

modify and adjust when more data becomes available.

Yes, we have solved cannabis extraction by supercritical

There are various ways this can be done for cannabis

CO2, but only for average cannabis:

extraction:

• Run at ~60 oC, ~250 Bar, ~16 kg CO2 per kg of

Single factor optimization: This is the way we
normally think about optimization. Change one
variable, while holding everything else constant. This is
slow, will miss any interaction effects, and cannot cover
all possible conditions.
Classic design of experiment: Here we use a few pre-

feed/hour, ~36 kg of CO2 per kg of feed to give
~90% recovery
Note, this is only for average cannabis! And average
cannabis looks like this:
• THC: 7.4% / THCA: 3.2%
• CBD: 1.6% / CBDA: 2.5%

planned experiments to cover a larger condition space

• Total cannabinoids: 13.7%

to develop a response surface to describe the processes.

• Total terpenes: 0.3% / Water content: 9.1%

We can find interaction effects and cut the number of

No one wants to extract this kind of cannabis; it is

experiments. But it does not work with unplanned,

unlikely this kind of material even exists, although when

historic datasets and for many factors the number of

we look at larger datasets of cannabis extraction, we find

experiments required becomes too expensive.

both high THC cannabis and CBD hemp in them.

Ordinary least square: Take a large dataset and use

The goal of this work and in general for our company

linear regression models to find the formula with the

is to optimize extraction for each producer. We want to

best fit to describe the dataset. Although, the datasets

optimize craft cannabis, not make soulless distillates.

we have on extraction are small, incomplete and full of

Therefore, we have taught our AI how to optimize for

mistakes.

batch-to-batch variation, to best represent and respond

Gaussian and Bayesian: The combination of
Gaussian process and Bayesian optimization is our
chosen solution. A Gaussian process can be thought

to each cultivar. We now can optimize for specific goals,
like product type, production costs, or just speed.
In the example below, the client wanted to keep the

of as placing an infinite number of mathematical

product characteristics but make the process cheaper.

functions over the datapoints in our dataset, and then

We managed to find conditions that kept the recovery at

scoring those functions for its accuracy. This produces

90% and the cannabinoid concentration at 70%, while

an overall function that represents a description of

reducing the solvent use by 75% and the extraction time

the extraction behaviour with confidence intervals

by 40%.

(Figure 1). The Bayesian Optimization will then survey
the Gaussian Process area and find the point that

The industry needs to work together to realize the
following goals:

predicts the best conditions. In Figure 1, it is just left

• Build Accurate Models for all Extraction Systems

of the observation around 2 on the x-axis. With this

• Optimize Cost, Feedstock, Product

information, the next experiment should be performed

• Automatically run Model in Background

at those conditions. The results will be fed back to

• Gather more Datapoints with every Run

the model and the Gaussian Process is updated. This

At Delic Labs it is our goal to foster collaboration,

iterative process will step-by-step close in on the best

education, and specialization. For this, we need

possible conditions for cannabis extraction (Figure 2).

your help.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Gaussian
Process description of
five datapoints during the
Bayesian Optimization of an
extraction.

Figure 2.
Figure 2: Optimized
extraction surface through
iterative experiments,
guided by Bayesian
Optimization. Note the
lack of exploration in areas
unlikely to yield a maxima.
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Lean Cultivation: Driving Impact And Profits At
Scale With Plant-Level Data, AI, And Automation
Dr. Ian S. Seiferling
Julian Ortiz

Dr. Alejandra Abril

Adaviv Inc., Boston, MA

ABSTRACT
McKinsey & Co has recently highlighted that AI and digitally enabled advancements are unleashing value
equivalent to 20% plus efficiency improvements across multiple industries, often by building resiliency
against uncertainty. Crops are complex, biological systems and growers that want to survive the uncertainty
and growing pains as the cannabis industry matures will need to leverage those innovations to leapfrog
competition, differentiate, and hit sustained profitability. Digital tools that can automate routine tasks, track
the status of plants and end-to-end processes in real time, or identify patterns in daily performance (plants
and people), will boost team coordination, empower plants to grow to their highest potential, and uncover
bottlenecks in the cultivation workflows.
Pest and disease are responsible for 20-40 % of crop losses and the cannabis industry is especially
susceptible to these losses due to its restrictive treatment regulations. Human scouting becomes prohibitively
costly as cultivation size scales, making the detection and actuation even more challenging.
We will explore the opportunity to leverage Lean Management methods, plant-level data, and AI to capture
opportunities in cannabis cultivation workflows for labor reduction, quality yields, and harvest-to-harvest
production consistency. As a case study, we will deep dive into the Integrated Pest Management workflow and
a specific example–Botrytis cinerea–in cannabis production. We show how AI-enabled early detection of fungus
in concert with targeted treatment or removal and preventive treatments using spatio-temporal tracking can be
leveraged to create highly coordinated, rapid-response workflows that minimize crop loss by 50% or more.

ARTICLE
McKinsey & Co highlighted that AI and digitally enabled

much as any industry, agriculture needs the ability

advancements are unlocking value equivalent to 20%

to both run with increased efficiency and recover

plus efficiency improvements across multiple industries,

quickly from unforeseen or unexpected challenges.

often by building resiliency against uncertainty.

At the surface, these needs are at odds with each

Value chains are facing increased uncertainty, and

other since simply increasing productivity (increasing

new operational approaches underpinned by artificial

energetic inputs like light or fertilizer) inevitably

intelligence can help companies adapt to rapidly

creates bottlenecks (costs, taxes, equipment failure) or

changing markets and operational challenges. The

disruptive events (pests, pathogens, labor shortages) that

production of food and medicines—Agriculture—is a

break down resilience, and ultimately profitability.

1

2

clear example of how value chains are facing increasing

Novel, affordable sensing technologies to collect data

uncertainty from climatic anomalies, market volatility,

at scale and newly developed artificial intelligence (AI)

and the COVID-19 pandemic, among other factors. As

technologies—such as analytics-based forecasting,
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Figure 1.
Figure 1. Lean
Continuous Improvement
has 3 core objectives–all
equally important, done
together, achieved by
doing real work.

Figure 2.
Figure 2. Lean
Continuous
Improvement
framework.

digital-twin models, and computer vision—can help

getting the right things to the right place, at the right

companies improve the resilience-efficiency balance

time, in the right quantity, while minimizing waste and

of their value chains or, in this case, crop production.

being flexible and open to change. It aims to maximize

Moreover, cannabis production for high-value medicinal

the value that a business’s processes provide, while

and recreational products may be the ideal use case to

minimizing system losses.

prove such efficiency gains out.
As the cannabis industry continues to grow, the

Lean has three core objectives that are each equally
important, done together, and achieved by accomplishing

need for efficiency has become front and center for

real work; we will touch on each of these in this article

cultivation businesses. Like any industry, accurate

as they relate to cannabis cultivation (Fig. 1).

quantitative information and a rapid feedback loop is
critical in optimizing operations.

LEAN MANAGEMENT: A BRIEF BACKGROUND AND
HISTORY

Operational efficiency is looked at to improve
processes that will drive top and bottom line gains.
Building continuous improvement capabilities looks at
what data and standard operating procedures (SOPs)
a company can develop that enable them to focus on

Lean management is a philosophy and a set of tools and

value-added processes and removing wasteful activities

practices that engage companies and their employees

from the system. Finally, in order to accomplish the

in an ongoing quest to continuously improve service

former objectives, a company needs to transform its

to customers every day. It’s an integrated system of

behaviour and culture such that it can adopt those SOPs,

principles, operating practices, and methods focused on

technologies and communication tools.
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Specifically, the overarching goal of lean is to identify
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Figure 3.

areas of waste and then focus on reducing waste
and incental work (work that doesn’t add any direct
value), while maximizing and focussing on tasks that
create direct value; in cannabis cultivation, that is
improvements to yield, product quality and savings on
inputs and labor (Fig. 2).
Lean methodologies are proven and have transformed
numerous industries (Fig. 3), beginning most famously
with the Toyota Automotive company who implemented
it in car manufacturing to achieve mass production
efficiency in a low volume, diverse environment,
arguably not unlike the farming of high-value crops.
They then taught it to others and now in combination
with the power of IoT, big data, and AI, Industry 4.0
has again transformed manufacturing, healthcare, and
many other industries.
We argue that Lean can be transformational for
both the cannabis sector and the broader agricultural
industry. In this article we will discuss an example

Figure 3. Lean management originated at Toyota and has since
been implemented and transformed numerous other industries
and sectors.

that leverages novel technologies for collecting plant
data at scale, and how this data can be used within a
lean management framework to improve Integrated
Pest Management (IPM) processes and drive top and

historical yields, quality, and the full potential yield and

bottom-line improvements in the cultivation stage of

quality of the plant genetics (Fig. 4).

the cannabis supply chain: Lean Cultivation.

LEAN CULTIVATION FOR EFFICIENT CANNABIS
CULTIVATION

Collecting data within each of the cultivation
processes with as much precision and scale as possible
enables operators to quantify the opportunities
for improvement and then monitor and track KPI

Identifying areas of waste and being able to track a

improvements over time (Table 1). In its simplest

comprehensive set of cultivation processes and usage

form, monitoring and measurement has often been

of resources is the first step towards lean cultivation.

done manually and many decisions made subjectively,

Cultivation processes generally fall into four process

such as the timing and coverage of preventative

areas: Genetics, Environment and Inputs (e.g., light,

IPM treatments or nutrient mixes for a given strain.

water, nutrients, and substrates), Crop Steering and

Cultivation laborers monitor thermostats and

Registration, and Plant Health and IPM. Each of

humidistats, visually inspect crops to identify issues,

those areas of process have waste and variability, and

and anecdotally pick out processes that produce

variability across processes will undoubtedly lead to

good yields. With these methods, best practices are

unpredictability and losses in key drivers of profitability:

subjective, varying from person to person and delivering

yield volume, quality, and costs (Fig. 4). Tracking key

only a small amount of added control. This method is

performance indicators in each of those areas, applying

also highly labor intensive and expensive.

lean to identify areas of waste to minimize, and areas of

To achieve more objective measures, cultivation

value-add to continually improve will allow the operator

operations are now employing sensors and monitoring

to minimize production variability and increase the

equipment to digitally track data at room- or crop-level.

baseline output: in other words, close the gap between

Smart sensors and crop steering software does a better
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Figure 4.

Figure 4. High variability in cultivation processes and their KPIs represents an opportunity to minimize waste (costs) and crop yield and
quality losses. The chart on the left indicates traditional or status-quo cultivation practices (i.e., not lean) and the theoretical amount
of waste that exists in each. By minimizing waste and incidental work, and maximizing value added efforts, Lean Methods applied to
cannabis cultivation SOPs can increase the baseline yields achieved, and enable continuas improvements towards realizing the full
potential yield of each genetic cultivar.

Chart 1.
Data and Process Documentation

Key Performance Indicators

Photosynthetic Efficiency and Transpiration Activity

Dry flower/ft2, % of flower A, B, C

Plant and canopy structure: canopy density, flowers/ IPM issue counts with temporal and spatial
plant, flower size distribution, node count and
information, % infected plants, treatment efficacy,
branching, plant height
treatment application rates/volume
Growth rate

THC %, Terpene profiles; variability within each

Leaf and flower temperature

Labor: task hours, quality of execution, timeliness

Gas exchange (CO2-O2)

$ Cost / Plant

Table 1. Examples of cultivation and plant-level data needed to be collected, accurately at scale, and to as much granularity as
possible, to drive continuous improvement. Cultivation KPIs can be generated with such data and tracked towards maximizing the
desirable phenotypic expression of crop genetics, consistently.
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job of standardizing monitoring to offer performance
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Managing pests and diseases is a round-the-clock

insights. Moreover, the ability to collect such data

effort and a single tactic usually does not suffice. For

throughout the cycle–down to the strain or plant level–

large cultivations (e.g., 20,000 ft2 and up) with complex

exponentially increases knowledge about strains and

operations and thousands of plants, the most effective

genetics. As more data in the farm is generated, data

way to do this is by leveraging a Lean framework that

science and AI tools can allow managers to make better

mixes human effort with real-time monitoring and

sense of the data and drive towards the golden prize of

ongoing data collection.

generating optimized, repeatable cultivation recipes and

humans from the loop however, and a key last step in

CASE STUDY: PREVENTING LOSSES TO PLANT
PATHOGENS USING LEAN METHODOLOGIES AND
PLANT-LEVEL DATA

a lean process is to derive simple cultivation SOPs that

In this article case study, we present a Lean IPM

the team and organization can adopt to continually

workflow that leverages advances in machine vision

improve on. Organizational and behavior change is,

technology and AI, and uses data from both machines

thus, a critical step in the Lean Management process,

and human workers to implement a lean process

and also one of the most difficult.

to rapidly detect and respond to Botrytis cinerea

processes for a given strain and farm.
Data and quantitative insights do not eliminate

Companies adopting Lean have been successful by
simplifying the approach and focusing first on one

infection.
A California-based cultivator had experienced

or two areas where the data indicates a majority of

significant crop losses from Botrytis, losing up to 50%

waste or inefficiencies lie. For cannabis cultivators, the

of their yields in individual crop cycles; on average 12-

biggest cultivation costs are plant health, pathogens,

15% of total yield loss was due to this pathogen. Like

and labor (Fig. 5).

many operations, the cultivation team was tracking
plant health and disease thresholds with spreadsheets
and fixed treatment or removal schedules, either

Figure 5.

treating plants on a fixed schedule with foliar spray
or removing plants that were severely affected. Crop
scouting was performed manually with a crew of
human crop scouters, and communication on issues
was done verbally in the field or through weekly team
meetings.
While those practices are industry standard, when
plant health issues were identified, namely Botrytis
infections, management was unable to properly
leverage expensive labor due to ad hoc communication
and inefficient scheduling. Instead of being able to head
off major issues, cultivators were often forced to wait
until harvest to then remove impacted flower before
drying, resulting in significant losses.
Adaviv Inc. worked with this cultivator to develop a
new approach to address key inefficiencies. A Lean IPM
Workflow was developed that used novel vision-based
technologies, spatial analytics, and software tools that

Figure 5. Cumulative production costs of cannabis cultivation as
a percent of each pound of dry yield produced.
Source: MJResearchCo.com

enabled the operator to be more efficient with their
human labor and communicate more effectively. The
downstream result is enhanced visibility for managers
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over crop issues and team execution, much more
rapid communication between team members, and
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Figure 6.

significantly faster interventions.
The process started with deploying computer vision
technologies to enhance detection and scouting for
Botrytis (Fig. 6).
Following the Lean Management framework
described earlier, IPM processes were automated or
standardized using digital SOPs, spatial mapping, and
tracking of Botrytis infection and severity levels, and
automated notifications and treatment scheduling—
all of which the cultivation team was trained on. For
example, instead of pre-scheduling blanket treatments
or waiting until end of harvest to remove infected
flowers, the team leveraged the spatial data provided
in a mobile software application to coordinate their
treatment schedules according to the scouting data and
infection severity. In this SOP, hotspots were targeted
early to remove infected flowers or plants in-situ or
target them with foliar treatments. This early and
targeted intervention also acted to limit the spread of
the pathogen.
Human efforts in scouting were also enhanced by
a mobile tool that let the growers input and digitize
their scouting, observations, and treatments with a
resolution down to the plant level.

Figure 6. Image examples of novel computer technologies
to (top left) detect early signs of plant stress and pathogens
like Botrytis; (top right) collect plant-level data and KPIs at
scale such as flower counting and size distribution (green
areas are plants segmented from non-plant material, boxes
are segmented flowers which are automatically counted and
sized); (bottom left) spatially map and identify hotspots of plant
issues in the farm; (bottom right) capture thermal image data to
develop leaf and flower temperature KPIs.

To close the Lean workflow loop, IPM and plant
health data needs to be continually collected, quantified,
tracked, and outputs measured, those being the wet

substantial reductions in the yield losses due to Botrytis

weight of flower removed at harvest due to Botrytis

were shown.

infection, strain-level yield, and quality (THC%). With

By implementing plant-level detection and mapping,

these data being continually collected at high resolution

rapid notification and targeted treatment or removal,

(plant and strain level), the operator can not only

the cultivation team increased their interventions by a

quantify the impact of their efforts, but also continually

factor of 3 without adding any additional man-hours;

identify areas of waste and improvement.

that is, they treated or removed more plants, more

CASE STUDY RESULTS

often, throughout the crop growth cycle, but with the
same amount of resources. Likely due in large part to

The case study presented reflects only a small

intervening faster and more frequently with treatments

number of crop cycles (2), but in this short period

or removal, the net crop loss due to Botrytis was

of implementing the Lean IPM Workflow and new

reduced by 45% over the previous annual baseline of

technologies, significant gains in labor efficiency and

yield loss (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7.

Figure 7. Results of ongoing case study in which losses due to Botrytis cinerea in a greenhouse cultivation facility with 90,000 square
feet of canopy were tracked and compared between the average of 2021 harvests (left light green bar) and the aggregate of two crop
cycles implementing a tech-enabled Lean IPM Workflow. The bars indicate the amount of wet yield removed from crop at different
intervention times (responses 1-3) throughout the active crop cycle and then at post-harvest (light green bar on the right). The methods
lead to a nearly 45% (43.1) reduction in the total amount of wet biomass lost to Botrytis infection.

CONCLUSION

methodologies to the entire IPM workflow and other

The integration of Lean Management methodologies

areas of cultivation would suggest the potential gains

with new controlled-environment sensing technologies,

for operators are very large.

data science, and organizational adoption can generate

In just a short time, the farm in this case study

critical insights and data-driven SOPs that identify the

saw significant gains in labor efficiency, an upskilled

largest areas of waste in cultivation and continually

team, better SOPs, and, most important, substantial

minimize those losses to make direct improvements

reductions in losses. With collaboration between

on top lines (labor and input savings) and bottom lines

operators, growers, technology solutions, and suppliers,

(yield and quality gains).

we suggest operators can formulate Lean Cultivation

In this early case study, a Lean IPM Workflow that
leveraged machine vision technologies enabled early
and faster responses to occurrences of botrytis infection
and reduced a cultivator’s total losses by almost half,

processes that:
• Identify where waste in their systems exists and
what the largest opportunities for gains are.
• Create a lean workflow plan that includes deploying

leading to over $400,000 in annual profit gains. It

technologies that enable data collection on key plant

should be borne in mind that these results pertain

and environmental KPIs at scale; then implement it

to a single IPM issue of botrytis. Each cultivation

across the team and organization.

process area (genetics, environmental conditions and

• Monitor KPIs continuously.

inputs, crop steering, and plant health) undoubtedly

• Analyze the outputs, continuously upgrade, and

has additional sources of waste and opportunities

improve and scale those efforts.

to improve efficiencies. Thus, applying these
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Key Takeaways for growers and operators to navigate the
technology and services markets
• Understand the so-whats of solutions: how does
it move to tangible actions towards our quality and
cost/plant goals?
• Determine whether the technology does what it
claims:
• Is the data accurate in a repeatable and
scalable way?
• Do you need one sensor or 1,000, rendering it

TheEmeraldConference.com
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unfeasible or not scalable?
• Is it cannabis specific?
• What is the real value of the data that the technology
produces and what KPIs does that data help generate
and track? If it’s not tied directly to operational
improvement then it is likely not needed.
• Are you ready to adopt the technology, solution,
or service? Solutions should be easy to use for the
entire organization and be trainable quickly. When
implemented correctly, lean empowers staff at all
levels to identify and eliminate wasted resources
such as time and money, and to maximize quality
and efficiency, minimize costs, and solve problems.
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An Analysis Of Adverse Events And Effective
Dosages For Cannabis Products
Jean L. Talleyrand, M.D.
John S. Abrams, Ph.D.

Clinical Endocannabinoid System Consortium (CESC). 1804 Garnet Avenue #483, San Diego, CA

ABSTRACT
With estimates of over five million registered users, cannabis product sales have climbed to nearly $13 billion
per year. This increasing public consumption brings to light questions of safety. In response, many US states
have established testing regulations for cannabinoid potency, toxins, and microbials. What remains absent is
market surveillance of cannabis use. Surveillance studies are traditionally used to monitor the severity and
frequency of adverse events associated with regulated products. Cannabis, as a variable, multi-agent botanical,
presents complexity to the traditionally regulated approach. The CESC, a nonprofit research organization,
offers the Dosing Project™, a surveillance of safety and effective dosage that establishes cannabis product
certification.
The Dosing Project is a non-interventional study investigating the acute effects of cannabis products used in
a naturalistic setting. Community participants are recruited to respond to an anonymous survey on cannabis
dosage, beneficial effect, and adverse events. In this review, we describe our exploration of preferred cannabis
dosage categories and their reported effects. Contingency analysis, logistic fit, and multiple correspondence
analysis are applied to responses from smoked or “vaped” cannabis flowers used for general symptoms,
including pain mitigation and disordered sleep improvement in a proof-of-concept. Dose-response models
encompassing Type I flower and aroma sub-types as a surrogate for terpene content are presented in our
explorative analysis. We evaluate adverse event relationships between cannabis dosage categories and
therapeutic response categories. Additionally, we propose an Effect Index (EI) as a comparative measurement
of product safety. The primary objective of the Dosing Project is to improve the safe and efficacious use of
community-accessible cannabis products.

ARTICLE
SAFE CANNABIS EXPERIENCE

As cannabis becomes accessible, related acute

From 2000 to 2019, the share of Americans believing

adverse events will inevitably increase. It is already

cannabis should be legal nearly doubled. More recently,

well known that THC causes an acute and transient

a Pew Research Center survey of US adults, conducted

drop in blood pressure and may result in dizziness

between April 5-11, 2021, reported 91% support for legal

or fainting (Mathew et al., 2003). More recently,

cannabis use. Most adults are aware that legalization

case studies of slowed heart rate associated with

affects road safety and employee safety, and leads to

cannabis use have been published (Grieve-Eglin et

increased Emergency Department visits (Resko et al.,

al., 2018; Iqbal et al., 2019). Newer conditions, such as

2021). Thus, the overwhelming support for legalization

Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome, are also being

creates a public health issue.

described (Sorensen et al., 2017). Even the relatively
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benign cannabidiol (CBD) may be associated with

consumer to experiment in trial-and-error fashion.

increased intra-ocular pressure (Straiker and Miller,

There are currently over 3,000 CBD brands in the US

2018). Although most of these adverse events are rare,

market (Hemp Industry Daily, August 3, 2020) that are

questions surface as to the acute effects and safe use

not validated. There are more than 700 cannabis flowers

of cannabis.

named without distinction or association to predictive

STUDY RATIONALE

effects (Watts et al., 2021). New routes of administration
are raising safety concerns (Ledford, 2019). In response,

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) broadly

we propose surveillance studies investigating the effects

assures the safety, efficacy, and security of human and

of cannabis products and their use.

veterinary drugs, biological products, medical devises,
food, cosmetics, and products that emit radiation.

FIVE-STEP ANALYSIS

However, the FDA has stayed clear of assuring the safety

We derived a path to the assurance of cannabis

and efficacy of cannabis products. FDA evaluations have

safety and efficacy by focusing our analysis at the

only involved single-agent THC products, Marinol,

consumer level. The Dosing Project™ incorporates

Syndros, and Cessamet, or single-agent CBD, Epidiolex.

a five-step analysis of cannabis products used in

It may be that the multi-agent pharmacology of a

the community. Data is sourced from anonymous

variable botanical product, such as cannabis, presents a

participants, state licensed cannabis laboratories, and

paradigm shift to the traditional FDA approach. Although

novel analytical techniques. The studies are initiated

there is global interest in investigating botanicals, due to

by the characterization of cannabis, using dominant

chemical and biological complexities only two botanical

cannabinoid, aroma, terpene ratios, and an untargeted

drug products have been approved in the US by FDA,

analysis of chemical content. Step two involves the

Veregen in 2006 and Fulyzaq in 2012 (Wu et al., 2020).

categorization of products by type and their routes of

Meanwhile, accessible cannabis products prompt the

administration. The third step involves stratification of

Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

respondents by medical indications for cannabis use.

of total THC (THC + THCA) content by the log of total CBD

Additional stratification including age, gender, and

(CBD+CBDA) content.

geographic location are considered for future surveys.

Individual flowers clustered into three types. Type

Step four uses the analysis from the first three steps to

I cluster (red circle) is composed of high THC and low

identify any correlation with dose categories, therapeutic

CBD content. Type II cluster (black circle) contains

response categories ,and adverse events or side effects.

roughly equivalent amounts of THC and CBD. Type III

The fifth and final step involves the calculation of

cluster (blue circle) has high CBD and low THC content.

a novel Effect Index, which enables comparisons of

We note that most flowers are Type I.

products and supports certification.

CHARACTERIZATION

Furthering the characterization of Type I flowers,
we investigated submissions to a cannabis contest
in Northern California, the 2015 “Golden Tarp

The characterization of cannabis flowers is complicated in

Awards.” Northern California is a cannabis-prevalent

the very nature of botanicals. Plants are natural factories,

community, well known for its cultivation of cannabis

producing a wide and varying array of constituents.

flowers throughout prohibition. At the “Golden Tarp

Predicting a botanical’s chemical content involves more

Awards,” competitors were mainly local farmers.

than genetic predetermination. Plant epigenetic factors,

Cannabis flowers were submitted into one of four

including environmental influencers, likely affect

aroma designated categories, “Floral” (14%), “Fruity”

their final chemical presentation (Jin et al., 2019) To

(23%), “Earth” (19%), and “Fuel” (44%). The

characterize cannabis, we repeated the work of botanists

cannabinoid and terpene content of each submission

(Hillig & Mahlberg, 2004), analyzing the dominant

was analyzed by Pure Analytics Laboratory in Santa

cannabinoid content of nearly 700 plant samples derived

Rosa, California. All contestants reported using a sun-

from certificate of analysis reports produced by state

exposed hybrid light deprivation method for growing

regulated laboratories. Figure 1 is a scatterplot of the log

their plants. Our evaluation by aroma category of the
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Figure 3.

terpene content for each of the submitted flowers

Investigations of cannabis terpenes and their

revealed a similar composition for both “Floral”

prevalence unveils an understanding of external

and “Fruity” aroma types. Consequently, we looked

influencers. In our evaluation, we noted that myrcene

for distinctions between three of the four aroma

content varied and was unpredictable. Myrcene content

categories, “Floral”, “Earth,” and “Fuel.” In Figure 2,

correlated poorly with the other more predictable

we display the content of three terpenes as surrogate

terpenes. We postulate that the variable myrcene may

markers for the aroma categories. Note that each

be influenced by environmental factors. Additionally, a

aroma has a distinct ratio of terpenes.

temporal prevalence of the “Earth” aroma type brought

Alpha pinene is found at higher content in “Floral”

to light further questions. Tracking terpene content

aroma types and a lower content in “Earth” and

over seasons, we noted that the “Earth” aroma type

“Fuel” aroma types (P < 0 .0001). Myrcene is at a

increased in prevalence six to twelve months after the

higher content in “Floral” and “Fuel” aroma types and

traditional fall harvest. As the “Earth” aroma type grew

a lower content in “Earth” aroma types (P < 0.0299).

more prevalent, the “Floral” aroma type became less

Beta caryophyllene is at a higher content in “Earth”

prevalent. One hypothesis is that the “Earth” aroma

and “Fuel” aroma types and a lower content in

type might be the result of terpene loss or attenuation.

“Floral” aroma types (P < 0.0006). Thus, the cannabis

We postulate that packaging and storage conditions

flower submissions are characterized by alpha-pinene,

might influence aroma types and their terpene content.

myrcene, and beta caryophyllene ratios. The Northern

A more in-depth discussion of our investigations into

California community’s aroma characterization of

cannabis aroma types has been described in an earlier

cannabis allows us to establish surrogate terpene

publication (Abrams et al., 2021).

markers that might correlate with a cultivar’s effective

The cannabis community has adopted a misnomer

dosage and therapeutic response, and help us assess

for the effect of inhaled cannabis. The community uses

measures of safety.

a dichotomy after inhaling cannabis smoke or vapor,
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Figure 4.

where an uplifting or energetic mood is described as

have a sweet aroma that may contribute to “Floral”

the “Sativa effect” and a sedative hypnotic mood is

or “Fruity” aroma types. As well, the characteristic

described as an “Indica effect.” It is clear that the

“skunk-like” aroma from cannabis appears to originate

botanist’s phenotypic descriptions of subtypes Cannabis

from sulfur containing thiol chemical class (Oswald et

Sativa vs Cannabis Indica do not correlate with these

al., 2021). We propose that the ideal characterization

commonly described effects (Piomelli & Russo, 2016).

of cannabis flowers involves an untargeted analysis,

We looked further into terpene content ratios to

where all prominent chemical signals are detected. We

investigate potential markers that might align with

employed multiple gas chromatography techniques and

this dichotomy. “Floral” and “Fuel” aroma types, as

multivariate analysis to identify clusters of cultivars.

the more consistent aroma types, are often associated

Figure 4 demonstrates our initial attempt at this

with predictable effects. A terpene evaluation of these

approach, depicting eight chemical “fingerprints”

two aroma types revealed two distinct beta-pinene to

derived from an untargeted analysis of twelve submitted

limonene ratios that might predict these effects (Figure

flower types. It is also apparent that a difference exists

3). Ongoing studies of the two beta pinene limonene

in overall compound class content as the groups are

ratio types providing support for the hypothesis that

arrayed left to right. We attribute this to a greater

terpene classes may be predictive of outcomes after

overall monoterpene complexity in the “Floral” class

inhaling cannabis smoke or vapor.

(arrayed towards the left of the figure) and a greater

Terpenes are not the only source of aroma in cannabis.
When an alcohol bonds with a carboxylic acid, an ester is
formed. Endogenous esters are proven to be agonists at

sesquiterpene complexity in the “Fuel” class (arrayed
towards the right of the figure).

endocannabinoid receptors (Hourani & Alexander, 2018).

CATEGORIZATION

Additionally, cannabinoid esters have been discovered

Cannabis products are readily categorized. Marketed

in high-potency cannabis (Ahmed et al., 2008). Esters

products are used in the community with established
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categories. The fundamental product, cannabis flowers,

STRATIFICATION

is cultivated in varied conditions ranging from indoor

The Dosing Project applies an anonymous survey to

light supported structures to outdoor sun exposed fields.

a community of cannabis users. The list of questions

Traditionally, the plant is isolated from pollination,

asked of respondents may be extensive. In the proof-

producing a seedless, resinous flower. The flower stems

of-concept phase, we were cautious to not present too

are trimmed of larger leaves, dried, trimmed of smaller

many questions and possibly alienate respondents. One

leaves and cured. This process produces various sized

question that aligned most with the study’s primary

flowers that are sorted and packaged by size and weight.

objective was the respondent’s general indication

The flower might also be ground and rolled into paper

for use. As an initial inclusion criterion, we chose

cones and sold as “pre-rolls” or “joints.” Occasionally,

to investigate participants who reported medical

the ground flower is packed into capsules and sold in

indications for cannabis use. These indications were

edible units. Thus, cured cannabis flowers yield several

queried by asking the respondent to identify as a

product types.

“medical cannabis” user. An analysis of 32,058 patients

Additional processing of cannabis flowers commonly

evaluated by a group of medical cannabis specialty

yields an extracted oil. The oil or “concentrate” might

clinics in California revealed that the primary medical

be further purified or left in its initial extracted form.

indications for cannabis use can be grouped into

Results of processing range from the isolation of a

disorders of pain, disorders of mood, disorders of sleep,

single chemical agent to a broad spectrum of the

and disorders of appetite. Table 2 outlines the results

plant’s constituents. Various products are made from

of this analysis. These results are similar to a prior

the extract, including liquids or tinctures, candies,

published study (Nunberg et al., 2011). It is noted that

gummies, capsules, and baked goods. The extract might

96% of the patients fall into one of these groups.

also be manufactured for topical applications, such as
salves, lotions, creams, and patches. Table 1 categorizes
cannabis products in its originating form (flower or
extracted oil) and its route of administration. Using
this method of categorization, we can compare product
types that are similar in our surveillance analysis for
safety and efficacy.

Table 1.

Inhaled

Ingested

Topical

Table 2.
Disorders of:

Medical Cannabis Patients

Pain

16,753

52%

Mood

10,931

34%

Sleep

2,943

9%

Appetite

226

1%

Other

1,205

4%

Total

32,058

100%

Flowers

Extracted Oil

Pre-Roll/Joint
Pipe/Water
Pipe
Vaporizer

Vape Pen cartridge
Rosin, Wax, Shatter,
Glass
Hash

categorization of cannabis products and the

Capsule
Juice or
Smoothie

Bottled or Canned
Beverage
Oil and Tincture
Gummy, Capsule,
Candy
Salve, Lotion, Cream
Patch

product. Questions:

N/A

CORRELATION
After investigating the characterization and
stratification of cannabis users, we began to study
three questions pertaining to the safe and efficacious
use among our respondents. We asked our questions
after the participants had recently consumed a cannabis
1. How much cannabis did you use?
2. Did your use of cannabis improve your symptoms?
3. Was your use of cannabis safe?
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Figure 5.

As an example, we will discuss the use of “Blue Tart,”

responses; cannabis use completely improved my

a Type I “Floral” cannabis flower inhaled in pre-roll

symptoms, almost completely improved my symptoms,

form to improve disordered pain.

somewhat improved my symptoms, or did not improve

Patients presenting to a medical cannabis specialty

my symptoms. Figure 6 displays a contingency table

clinic were asked by physicians an open-ended

comparing dosage categories of all types of cannabis

questions, “How much do you use in one sitting?”

used for disordered pain and sleep. Note that the

or “How much works?” The responses varied by

width of the column indicates the relative number of

number of inhalations to an approximation by weight

responses in that dosage category.

of the amount consumed. Figure 5 charts the most
common responses by percentage and compares them

Figure 6.

to pre-determined dose categories employed by the
Dosing Projec. This analysis incorporates both units of
inhalation (“puffs”) and weight (grams). A typical preroll ranges from 0.5 grams to 1 gram.
We note a significant difference between responses,
highlighting an over-reporting bias to physicians at
lower dose categories and at higher dose categories.
Socio-political circumstances require patients to ask
permission to possess and use cannabis. We postulate
that anonymous responses likely reflect a more accurate
dose category used by respondents.
Contingency analysis, comparing categorical dose
responses to categorical therapeutic responses, provides
an estimation of cannabis dose effect relationships.
Therapeutic effects were evaluated by four categorical
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In this analysis, again, the most popular dosage

responses of “3-4 puffs.” As dose categories increase,

category is from responses of “3-4 puffs.” However,

the probability of a complete therapeutic response

as dose categories increase, the dose effect relationship

increases, indicating a dose-effect relationship.

is less consistent. Are there Type I flowers that are not

Employing our example of the “Blue Tart” pre-roll,

as effective for pain? Are we potentially uncovering

we applied the contingency analysis to Type I cannabis

responder stratification differences (as in the presence

used for disordered pain displayed in Figure 7.

of high and low responder types)? Perhaps this reflects

Figure 7.

a combination of both of these underlying factors.
To answer this question, we further evaluated Type I
flowers. Type I flowers are characterized by high THC
and low CBD content. We asked participants to report
their weight, which allows the calculation of THC
dosage in milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg). Using an
estimate of THC concentration per dose category, we
applied Logistic fit analysis to compare the continuous
variable, THC in mg/kg, to categorical therapeutic
responses for disordered pain (Figure 8) and disordered
sleep (Figure 9).
In both analyses, increasing doses of THC in mg/
kg result in an increased probability of a complete
therapeutic responses. Disordered pain demonstrates
a statistically significant dose-response, whereas
disordered sleep shows borderline statistical
significance (likely due to lower respondent numbers).

Figure 8.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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Figure 11.

In conclusion, THC contributes to the increased dose

2017 and December 2019. Sixty-five percent of the

effect seen in Figure 6. However, it remains unclear

exposures were from the use of cannabis flowers.

what causes the poor dose-effect relationship in Figure

Likewise, the Dosing Project surveys participants for

7. In proceeding with our investigation, we applied a

responses to twelve adverse events solicited as “side

contingency analysis to compare dosage categories an

effects.” Serious adverse events are not included in

aroma type (Figure 10).

the survey. Our rationale is that participants with

Again, we note a poor dose effect relationship and

serious adverse events would not have the capacity to

poor statistical significance. However, there appears

answer the survey. Initial results indicate that cough

to be some correlation to increasing dosage with the

(27%) and dry mouth (16%) are the most common

“Fuel” aroma type. Consequently, we applied Logistic

reported adverse events. We devised a simple index for

fit analysis using THC content (mg/kg) to evaluate all

safety dividing the number of responses indicating no

three aroma types, “Floral,” “Earth,” and “Fuel” for

adverse events over the total number of respondents

disordered pain and sleep (Figure 11). In this analysis,

and evaluated the Safety Index for each dose category.

we begin to discover why certain Type I flowers do

As the Safety Index approaches one, a dose category

not present with a clear dose-effect relationship at

is considered safer. We used the Safety Index as a

this stage of work. In evaluating disordered pain, only

comparative measure of dose categories for disordered

“Floral” and “Earth” aroma types show significant

pain and sleep (Figure 12).

dose-effect relationships. In evaluating disordered

In this analysis, we note that certain adverse events

“sleep” only “Earth” aroma type has a significant

are less likely to be selected depending on indication.

dose-effect relationship. We emphasize that these

For example, “fatigue” or “sleepiness” might be

conclusions are preliminary and may largely reflect

desirable outcomes rather than adverse events if the

insufficient respondent numbers.

indication for cannabis use is disordered sleep. In

The US National Poison Data System has recorded
28,630 cannabis-related exposures between January

reviewing the histogram, we note disordered sleep has
a safer index at the lowest dose category and at the
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Figure 12.

Figure 13.
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Figure 14.

highest dose category while the indices for disordered

“Floral” aroma type appears to produce a better

pain are relatively the same for each dose category.

response at “3-4 puffs.” “Earth” aroma type appears

This analysis informs us that a Safety Index should be

to produce a better response at ½ gram. “Fuel” aroma

stratified by the respondents’ general indication for

type appears to produce a better response at 1 gram.

cannabis use.

Certain inhaled Type 1 cannabis flowers are safer and

In Figure 13, we compare the Safety Index at
each dosage category with therapeutic responses.

more effective for pain at different dosages.
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) evaluates

The numbers in each cell indicate the number of

the association between two or more qualitative

respondents. A small group of respondents identified

categorical variables. We compared all dosage category,

safe and efficacious responses at “3-4 puffs” and “1

therapeutic response, and adverse event variables to

gram” (green circle). However, there appears to be

“Floral”, “Fuel”, and “Earth” aroma types using MCA.

a bottleneck of respondents at “3-4 puffs” that are

Figure 15 depicts the associations between all three

having a relatively safer experience but not experiencing

aroma types, complete therapeutic response, and no

the optimum therapeutic benefit (red circle). One might

adverse events. The proximity of the arrows to the blue

assume that these respondents would increase their

dot identifies the best relationships. MCA confirms our

dose. What is preventing them from doing so? Is it

hypothesis. Evaluating the associations for each Type

possible that an increased dose, for these respondents,

I flower predicts the safest and most effective dose for

increases adverse events?

disordered pain.

In Figure 14, we evaluate the Safety Index by aroma
type and begin to discover a pattern. As the dosage

EFFECT INDEX

category increases, the safest and most effective aroma

In pharmacology, the therapeutic index is a quantitative

type changes. Our explorative analysis has uncovered a

measurement of the relative safety of a drug.

testable hypothesis for optimizing safety and efficacy.

Therapeutic Index is measured as a ratio of dosages and
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Figure 15.

Figure 16.
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Figure 17.

is calculated by determining the dose of a drug where

MOLECULAR RATIONALE

50% of subjects experience an adverse event (toxic dose

Our community-derived comparison of cannabis

= TD50) and dividing the dose of the same drug where

safety and efficacy creates an opportunity to support

50% of subjects experience a desired effect (effective

a hypothesis on the molecular interactions between

dose = ED50). From our surveillance data, we devised a

cannabinoids and terpenes. We evaluated Type I “Floral”

novel Index using a similar ratio. In Figure 16, Logistic

aroma types and determined that it, comparatively, has a

fit analysis is used to plot the cannabinoid dose in mg/

narrow Effect Index for pain. We postulated that “Earth”

kg for “Floral” and “Earth” aroma types to determine

aroma type may have attenuated terpene content thereby

the probability of the presence or absence of adverse

lessening the chance for molecular interactions. We also

events. A dashed red line identifies the predictive dose

characterized “Floral” aroma types to contain higher

at 50% probability (AE50). Likewise, Logistic fit analysis

content of alpha pinene. In Figure 17, we compare five

plots the probability of a complete or almost complete

“Floral” aroma type cultivars and note a cluster of alpha

therapeutic response. A dashed green line identifies the

pinene associated with sabinene, each with similar

effective dose at 50% probability (ED50). We define the

ratios. Certain terpenes tend to cluster, although there

ratio, AE50/ ED50 as an Effect Index. In this manner we

may be significant variation in their overall expression

compare the Effect Index of inhaled flower types when

levels (Booth et al., 2020).

used for pain. “Floral” aroma type (1.5) is calculated as

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors improve cognitive

a narrow Effect Index and “Earth” aroma type (3.1) is

functioning in patients with Alzheimer’s Disease.

calculated as a broader Effect Index. The Effect Index

As such, they are also associated with several

is developed as a measurement of the relative safety of

side effects, including dizziness, muscle cramps,

similar cannabis product types.

nausea, and insomnia. THC is a superior inhibitor
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of acetylcholinesterase and has been proposed as
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treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease (Eubanks et al.,

We are grateful to our consortium partners and sponsors

2006). Few clinical studies have explored the effects

for contributing to the Dosing Project:

of alpha pinene. However, alpha pinene is also proven

Divergence Neuro – Clinical Trials Information

to inhibit acetylcholinesterase in pre-clinical studies

Technology

(Karimi et al., 2021; Salehi et al., 2019). Adding to the

Emerald Scientific – Donation

molecular entourage, sabinene, a terpene found in the

Eighth Revolution – Nomenclature

essential oil of plants such as marjoram, nutmeg and

MediCann – Participant recruitment

black pepper is not well studied clinically. Yet, sabinene

NeuroMeditation Institute – QEEG and Survey Scales

is considered to both improve many symptoms and

Scientific Cell – Donation

provoke dizziness and headaches. We consider the

SepSolve Analytical – Analytical Algorithms

possibility that the presence of these natural products

Veda Scientific – Laboratory Analysis

in the “Floral” category may underlie the observed
narrower Effect Index of this class.

CONCLUSION
Socio-political changes have influenced beliefs and
habits of cannabis use. However, cannabis continues
to hold a prominent and world-wide role in society.
Cannabis users have experimented with multiple
subtypes of cannabis flowers for thousands of years.
The Dosing Project exploits a community’s experience
in order promote the safe and efficacious use of
cannabis. As we investigate its use, the potential arises
for multi-agent pharmacology and novel botanical and
pharmaceutical preparations.
Our example of the Type I “Blue Tart” pre-roll,
as a “Floral” aroma type intended for the smoke to
be inhaled for pain demonstrates that some types of
cannabis flower are more useful for certain indications
than others. Although the “Floral” aroma type may be
the preferred smoking experience for some cannabis
aficionados, it is less likely to mitigate pain due to a
narrow Effect Index. On the other hand, it may be a
useful experience for the Alzheimer’s patient. Although
smoking remains a crude method of inhaling medicine,
this explorative analysis might lead to important
discoveries. The future may involve a multi-agent
inhaler composed of cannabinoids and terpenoids that
is therapeutic for the Alzheimer’s patient.
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